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Overview
The Humboldt Bay Sea Level Rise (SLR) Regional Planning Feasibility Study is an effort by Humboldt County
to explore if and how regional collaboration for managing sea level rise might be implemented in the
Humboldt Bay region. As a part of this effort, a Stakeholder Catalogue was created to identify asset
owners, managers, and other parties that will or could be implicated in regional SLR planning. To support
the creation and accuracy of this stakeholder catalogue, an outreach campaign consisting of two surveys
for different target audiences and a set of stakeholder group interviews were conducted. Humboldt State
University (now known as Cal Poly Humboldt) researchers and Humboldt County Long Range Planning
staff partnered to develop and implement a survey of the general public and a separate survey for Coastal
Professionals connected with the Humboldt Bay region in order to gain insights into their knowledge,
attitudes, and perceptions of sea level rise (SLR) and their preferences for various coordination strategies.
A key goal of the study was to use this information to inform the development of options for SLR
adaptation planning in the Humboldt Bay region that will foster a cooperative and coordinated regional
approach.
Outreach began in May 2021 with the release of one survey prepared for property owners that could be
impacted by 1 meter of sea level rise, as well as for the general public (i.e., anyone who wished to take
the survey). The survey was published online and announced via a press release to local news outlets. In
addition, all property owners in the 1-meter sea level rise inundation area (984 property owners) were
also sent physical copies of the survey in the mail. Of the 984 surveys mailed to property owners, 159
completed surveys were returned, resulting in a 16% completion rate. The online survey received 645
views, and there were 418 completed online survey entries resulting in a 64% completion rate. A total of
577 online and mail-in responses were received by the cut off collection date. The closing date for the
online surveys and return date for mail-in surveys was June 21, 2021, although all mail-in surveys returned
prior to August 1, 2021, with 30% or more of the survey filled out, were included in our calculations. For
simplification, all results reported within the descriptions are aggregated responses from both modes of
online and mail-in collection unless otherwise mentioned in the description. In order to understand
participation for each question, total number of survey respondents will be reported (as n=) in each
description.
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Results
Respondent Demographics
Questions 30 and 31 of the survey asked for the age and household income of respondents in order to
understand how representative this sample of survey respondents was of the County population, and to
get a general understanding of the demographics for the SLR Public Survey 2021. These results are shown
in comparison with 5-year estimates by the U.S. Census Bureau in 2020 for Humboldt County.
Results for survey respondents age represented 14% fewer 18-34 year old’s and 4% fewer 35-44 year old’s
than shown by Census Bureau County demographics. On the other hand, there were 12% more 45-64 year
old’s and 20% more 64 years or older than shown by Census Bureau County demographics. There was also
a small percentage of respondents who preferred not to say their age (4%). This discrepancy in age
demographics is possibly due to the combined methodology of collection techniques. Mail-in surveys did
target land and property owners within the inundation area of the Humboldt Bay region, which would
skew results for an older age demographic. Results are shown below (Figure 1).

SLR Public Survey Respondents Age versus
Humboldt County Age Estimates
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Survey
Census

18-34 years 35-44 years 45-64 years

Over 64
years

Prefer not to
say

Figure 1. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported Age (n= 561) versus Humboldt County
5-year estimates for Age. Source: Census data 20201

Similarly, the number of survey respondents with a household income of less than $50,000 annually were
31% fewer than Census 2020 estimates for that income bracket for Humboldt County, while the other
income brackets were all under 10% difference from U.S. Census Bureau estimates. However, 22% of
respondents preferred not to provide their income level, and it should be noted that the mail-in survey
target audience of land and property owners would skew results towards more financially established
individuals. Results are shown on the next page (Figure 2).

1

U.S. Census Bureau (2016-2020). Household Income Level American Community Survey 5-year estimates.
Retrieved from <https://censusreporter.org>
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SLR Public Survey Respondents Household
Income versus Humboldt County Household
Income Estimates
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Figure 2. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported Household Income (n= 549) versus
Humboldt County 5-year estimates for Household Income. Source: Census data 20202

Question 2 of the survey asked how long the survey respondent had lived in Humboldt County, which
gives context on how familiar the respondent was with regional SLR issues and gave a frame of reference
for respondent’s answers. Overall, the average respondent had lived in Humboldt County 35.9 years.
Results are shown below (Figure 3).

Years of Residence In Humboldt County
1%
10%
30%

0-19 Years
20-39 Years

24%

40-59 Years
60-79 Years
80+ Years

35%

Figure 3. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported years of residence in Humboldt County
(n= 539)

2

U.S. Census Bureau (2016-2020). Age American Community Survey 5-year estimates. Retrieved from

<https://censusreporter.org>
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Respondent Hydrologic Unit Association
Question 1 of the survey gave respondents a map of the six hydrologic units (HUs) in the Humboldt Bay
region, with the 1-meter SLR inundation area shown in different colors corresponding with each HU, and
the 2-meter SLR inundation area outlined in black. Respondents were asked to use this map to identify
within which HU they (1) lived, (2) worked, (3) owned property, and (4) visited/recreated. This question
allowed for multiple answers per HU and per category for an individual HU. The purpose of this question
was to create a better understanding of how each HU is utilized by the public and identify roughly the
location of a respondent’s homes/properties while maintaining the respondent’s confidentiality. Later
questions ask for specific information about homeowner/property owner concerns and experiences, so
understanding their frame of reference for responses provided valuable information on future planning
frameworks and priorities.
Most respondents had answers associated with Arcata Bay HU, Eureka Bay HU, or Eureka Slough HU which
contain to some extent the cities of Eureka and Arcata. South Bay HU had a sizable number of respondents
as well, but with a higher concentration of property owners versus the other categories: live, work, or
recreate. Eureka Bay HU had a higher concentration of property owners as well, although the number of
respondents who actually lived in this HU was lower than average for all HU and it was the location of
more respondent workplaces than the other HUs. Respondents used all six HUs extensively for visiting
and recreating, with Eureka Bay HU and Arcata Bay HU having the highest concentration of
visitors/recreators. Results are shown on the next page with the map used in the survey (Figure 4). HU
results are arranged around the map in rough proximity to the location of their corresponding HU from
North to South. Due to the multi-use nature of each HU, total number of responses and not percent of
total respondents or percent of respondents for each HU was used to create the treemap charts on the
next page.
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Figure 4. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported utilization of HU for Mad River Slough HU (n=355), Arcata Bay HU (n=589),
Eureka Slough HU (n=520), Eureka Bay HU (n=533), Elk River Slough HU (n=352), and South Bay HU (n=467) by total respondents
per category.
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Question 3 of the survey asked respondents to identify their housing or property status within the HU
inundation areas shown in Question 1. They were given the option of answering “Renter”, “Homeowner”,
“Property owner – no residence”, “Seasonal residence”, and “None of the above” and had the ability to
check all that applied. Some respondents had multiple housing and property situations, such as owning a
home and a seasonal residence. The purpose of this question was to understand what level of investment
and involvement the respondent had in decision-making for the land or property they are giving data for
in the next series of questions regarding concerns and experiences. Homeowners were the most highly
represented housing situation among respondents (54%), likely due to the targeted mail-in survey effort
(Table 1).
Table 1. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported housing situation or property
status within the six HUs in reference to the Humboldt Bay HU map from SLR
Public Survey 2021.

Total
Responses
Homeowner
Property Owner – No Residence
Renter
Seasonal Residence

314
95
83
8

Percent of
Total
Participants
(n=577)
54.4%
16.5%
14.4%
1.4%

Following this question, survey respondents were given the option to skip the subsequent
housing/property related questions if they had responded “None of the above”. This was done to reduce
respondent burn out and filter responses to only those immediately affected by potential SLR inundation
at 1-2 meters. Subsequently, the number of respondents dropped following this question until Question
15 when questions shift to general knowledge and attitudes about SLR.
Question 4 of the survey asked respondents to identify if the housing and property situations identified in
the Question 3 were located along the shoreline. They were given the option to identify if it was a
“Residence”, “Property”, or “None of the above” with the ability to check all that applied. The purpose of
this question was to determine how immediate the impact of SLR would be on respondents and their
question responses. The results showed a fairly even distribution of residences (21%) and properties (19%)
that were located on shorelines, represented in this survey (Table 2).
Table 2. SLR Public Survey Respondents reported shoreline proximity for their
housing situation or property status within the six HUs in reference to the
Humboldt Bay HU map from SLR Public Survey 2021.

Total
Responses
Shoreline Residences
Shoreline Properties
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Percent of
Total
Participants
(n=577)
21.1%
18.9%
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Question 5 of the survey asked respondents to identify if they lived in one of three communities identified
by Humboldt County as “at-risk” from sea level rise of 3.3 feet/1.0 meter (King Salmon, Fields Landing,
and Fairhaven which includes the area referred to as Finntown) or “None of the above”. The purpose of
this question was to determine how immediate the impact of SLR would be on respondents as well as
gather more valuable information on these communities for future SLR planning and collaboration. The
results showed a strong turnout for respondents from King Salmon and poor representation from
Fairhaven/Finntown (Table 3).
Table 3. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported shoreline proximity for their
housing situation or property status within the six HUs in reference to the Humboldt
Bay HU map from SLR Public Survey 2021.

Total
Responses
King Salmon
Fields Landing
Fairhaven/Finntown

40
18
1

Percent of
Total
Participants
(n=577)
7.0%
3.1%
0.2%

Question 6 of the survey asked respondents to identify their level of concern for SLR hazards such as
flooding, erosion, etc. for the residence or property they identified in Question 3 as being within an HU
SLR inundation area. If they had selected more than one housing or property status in Question 3, they
were asked to respond on behalf of the housing or property situation at highest risk from SLR hazards.
Respondents were given the option of “Does not apply”, “Not concerned”, “Somewhat concerned”,
“Moderately concerned”, and “Very concerned”. The purpose of this question was to ascertain the base
level of concern home and property owners had regarding SLR hazards and better understand the general
sense of urgency for regional SLR planning and collaboration. The results show that 44% of respondents
(n= 177) had moderate or higher level of concern (Figure 5).

Concern for SLR at Respondent
Residence or Property
Very concerned

106

Moderately concerned

71

Somewhat concerned

114

Not concerned

111
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Total Respondents

Figure 5. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported level of concern for their residence or
property at highest risk from SLR hazards such as flooding, erosion, etc. (n= 402).
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Question 7 of the survey asked respondents to identify how often they have experienced flooding and/or
damage at their residence or property within the last five years. If they had selected more than one
housing or property status in Question 3, they were asked to respond on behalf of the housing or property
situation at highest risk from SLR hazards. The purpose of this question was to understand the base level
of flooding impacts and property damage already being experienced by home and property owners within
the Humboldt Bay region. The results show that 21.1% of respondents who reported having a residence
and/or property for Question 3 had experienced flooding damage and 8.2% had experienced flood
damage (Table 4). The number of flooding experiences themselves ranged from 0 to 60 estimated
incidents per respondent within the past five years so it is important to look at the reported average of
1.85 incidents flooding and .38 incidents of damage.
Table 4. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported incidence of flooding and/or
damage to residence or property in reference to the Humboldt Bay HU map from
SLR Public Survey 2021.

Total SLR Survey Respondent
Count
Respondents who were
unaffected in the last 5 years
Respondents who were affected
in the last 5 years
Percent Respondents Affected
Average Number of Incidents
Across all Respondents

Experienced
Flooding
445

Experienced
Damage
437

351

401

94

36

21.1%
1.85

8.2%
0.38

Questions 8 and 10 of the survey asked respondents if they had relocated, sold property, or at least
considered these options due to SLR hazards. The purpose of this question is to understand the extent
SLR hazards were already impacting home and property owners within the Humboldt Bay region and to
understand the general perception of SLR hazards by these respondents. The results show that the
percent of respondents who reported being affected by flooding (21.1%) and damage (8.2%) are not
consistent with the percent of respondents who had relocated/considered relocation (12.9%) or sold
property/considered selling property (14.6%) as shown in Table 5 on the next page.
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Table 5. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported incidence of
relocating/considering relocation and selling property/considering selling property
due to SLR hazards within the Humboldt Bay HU map from SLR Public Survey 2021.

Relocated
/Considered
Relocating
Total SLR Survey Respondent
Count
Respondents who answered
“No”
Respondents who answered
“Yes”
Percent who answered “Yes”

426

Sold
Property/
Considered
Selling
405

371

346

55

59

12.9%

14.6%

Question 12 of the survey asked respondents how informed/educated they felt regarding SLR hazards at
their residence or property. Respondents were given a five-point Likert scale ranging from “Not informed”
to “Extremely informed”. The purpose of this question was to understand the level of understanding these
home and property owners had regarding SLR and to help determine general attitudes on SLR outreach
in the Humboldt Bay region. The results show that 72% of respondents (n=353) felt moderately informed
or higher on SLR hazards at their Residence/Property (Figure 6).

Residence Knowledge for SLR Hazards at
their Residence/Property
Extremely informed

73

Very informed

125

Moderately informed

155

Somewhat informed

96

Not informed

38
0

50

100

150

200

Total Respondents

Figure 6. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported level of information/education
regarding SLR hazards for their residence or property at highest risk from SLR
hazards within the Humboldt Bay HU map from SLR Public Survey 2021 (n= 487).
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Question 13 of the survey asked respondents how vulnerable they thought the area immediately
surrounding their residence or property is to damage from various SLR hazards. Respondents were given
a five-point Likert scale ranging from “Exceptionally Vulnerable” to “Not at all Vulnerable” and “I don’t
know”. The purpose of this question is to determine how vulnerable home and property owners feel about
their residence or properties to SLR hazards and to identify immediate concerns for these stakeholders.
The results show that respondents felt the most vulnerable to damage from “Increased flooding or erosion
if sea level rises in the future” with 36% of respondents (n=166) rating their immediate area as
“Vulnerable” to “Exceptionally Vulnerable” (Figure 7).

Home or Property Vulnerability to SLR Hazards
Increased flooding or erosion if
sea level rises in the future

42

54

Seasonal flooding by King tides

31

Loss of property due to erosion

24

33

Tidal surge from severe storms

23

34

Repeated flooding during normal
high tides

31

17 25

0

70

45
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178

94

42

250

91

50

15

237

87

100

9

240

97

38

9

15

283

200

300

10

400

500

Total Respondents
Exceptionally Vulnerable

Highly Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Somewhat vulnerable

Not at all vulnerable

I don't know

Figure 7. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported vulnerability rating for various SLR hazards in the immediate area around the
respondents residence or property at highest risk from SLR hazards within the Humboldt Bay HU map from SLR Public Survey
2021 (n= 440-460).
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General Knowledge and Attitudes on SLR
Beginning with question 15 of the survey, questions switch from home and property owner focused
questions to general SLR knowledge and attitude questions. Question 15 asked respondents when, if ever,
they thought the Humboldt Bay region will start to be impacted by sea level rise. Respondents were given
a range of answers ranging from “It is already being impacted” and different ranges of years, to “Never”
and “I don’t know”. The purpose of this question is to understand the general perception of SLR impacts
by the public, and it also provided the opportunity to compare how public sentiment aligns with results
from the Coastal Professional’s survey. Comparison of both target audiences are detailed in Appendix ii SLR Regional Coordination: coastal professional survey results on page 11. The results for the SLR Public
Survey 2021 alone show that 42% of respondents think the Humboldt Bay region is already being impacted
by SLR (Figure 8).

Timeline of expected SLR impacts in the
Humboldt Bay
It is already being impacted

237

Within the next 5 years

68

Within the next 6-10 years

51

Within the next 11-25 years

59

Within the next 26-50 years

31

Within the next 51-100 years or more

22

Never

34

I don't know

62

0

50

100

150

200

250

Total Respondents
Figure 8. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported expected timeline for SLR impacts in
the Humboldt Bay region (n= 564).

Question 16 of the survey asked all respondents (as opposed to just home or property owners) how
informed/educated they were about SLR in the Humboldt Bay region (as opposed to SLR hazards at their
personal residence or property). Respondents were given a five-point Likert scale ranging from “Not
informed” to “Extremely informed”. The purpose of this question was to understand the general level of
understanding the public had regarding SLR and to help determine general attitudes on SLR outreach. The
results show that 61% of respondents felt moderately to extremely informed about SLR in the Humboldt
Bay region as shown on the next page in Figure 9.
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Public Knowledge about SLR in
Humboldt Bay
Extremely informed

60

Very informed

125

Moderately informed

164

Somewhat informed

176

Not informed

44

0

50

100

150

200

Total Respondents
Figure 9. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported level of information/education
regarding SLR in the Humboldt Bay region (n= 564).

Question 17 of the survey asked all respondents (as opposed to just home or property owners) how
concerned they were about SLR in the Humboldt Bay region (as opposed to SLR hazards at their personal
residence or property). Respondents were given a five-point Likert scale ranging from “Not concerned” to
“Extremely concerned”. The purpose of this question is to understand the general perception of SLR in
the Humboldt Bay region by the public. The results show that 69% of respondents (n= 394) felt moderately
or more concerned about SLR in the Humboldt Bay region (Figure 10).

Concern for SLR in Humboldt Bay
Extremely concerned

111

Very concerned

177

Moderately concerned

106

Somewhat concerned

95

Not concerned

78
0

50

100

150

200

Total Respondents
Figure 10. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported level of information/education
regarding SLR in the Humboldt Bay region (n= 567).
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Question 18 of the survey asked respondents to identify their sources of information about SLR from a list
of 14 options with an additional option to write in a response. The purpose of this question was to provide
insight into how the public accesses information that would be useful for future SLR outreach campaigns
or regional collaboration. The top three sources for information cited by the public was “Digital media”
(66%), “Local news” (54%), and “Local government reports and briefings” (51%) as shown in Figure 11.
Preference for information source varied by age demographic, with respondents in the “Over 64 years
old” bracket writing in “phone call” or “mail” under the “other” option. Some participants in this age
bracket also noted they did not have access to all of these sources of information such as digital media,
TV, and social media.

Sources of Information for SLR in the Humboldt Bay region
450

Total Respondents

400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Figure 11. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported sources of information for SLR in the Humboldt Bay region (n= 72-381).

Question 19 of the survey asked respondents to rate the priority of various assets within the Humboldt
Bay region that would need consideration for SLR adaptation and future sea level rise planning.
Respondents were given a five-point Likert scale ranging from “Not at all a Priority” to “Exceptionally High
Priority”. The purpose of this question was to understand the public’s level of support for assets that could
be potentially addressed via regional SLR collaboration and adaptation. The results for this question show
that the top three assets given a priority rating of moderate priority or higher were “Highway 101” (89%),
“Sewer/Wastewater collection and treatment facilities” (89%), and “Domestic water treatment and
conveyance facilities” (88%). In contrast, “Individual Residences” (36%) and “Individual Businesses” (37%)
were given the lowest number of ratings for moderate priority or higher. All results are shown in the graph
on the next page (Figure 12).
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Public Priority Ratings for Local Assets in Flood Protection and
Future SLR Planning
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Figure 12. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported priority ratings for Humboldt County assets that would need consideration
for SLR adaptation and future SLR planning (n=532-553).

Question 20 of the survey asked respondents to rate the importance of a variety of components that could
be involved in preparing for SLR and associated hazards. Respondents were given a five-point Likert scale
ranging from “Not at all Important” to “Neutral” and “Very Important”. The purpose of this question was
to understand the public’s level of support for components that could be potentially utilized in regional
SLR collaboration and adaptation. The results for this question show that the top three assets given a
rating of important or very important were “Installing hard shoreline stabilization” (80%), “Finding ways
to postpone SLR policy changes until more research is done” (77%), and “Educating the community about
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SLR” (75%). In contrast, “Regulating land use, such as development restrictions, to avoid SLR impacts”
(23%) were given the lowest number of ratings for important or higher (Figure 13).

Importance of Different Components in Preparing for SLR and
Associated Hazards
Installing hard shoreline stabilization
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Figure 13. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported importance ratings for potential components involved in preparing for SLR
and associated hazards (n= 541-547).

Question 21 of the survey asked respondents their level of support for different SLR planning and
adaptation funding options. Respondents were given a five-point Likert scale ranging from “Strongly
oppose” to “Neutral”, and “Strongly favor”. The purpose of this question was to understand the public’s
level of support for funding options that could be potentially utilized in regional SLR collaboration and
adaptation, and it also provided the opportunity to compare how public sentiment aligns with results from
the Coastal Professional’s survey. A comparison of both target audiences is detailed in Appendix ii - SLR
Regional Coordination: coastal professional survey results on page 45. The results for this question show
that the top three funding options given a rating of somewhat favor or strongly favor were “Utilize
external grant funds when available” (84%), “Pass federal laws or programs with mechanisms to fund SLR
work” (69%), and “Pass state laws, programs, or bond measures with mechanisms to fund SLR adaptation
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work” (67%). In contrast, “Funding should not be spent on SLR planning and adaptation work” (10%) was
given the lowest number of ratings for somewhat favor or higher (Figure 14).

Public Preference for SLR Funding Options
Utilize external grant funds when available

383

Pass federal laws or programs with mechanisms to fund
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Figure 14. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported support for different potential SLR planning and adaptation funding options
(n= 533-547).

Question 22 of the survey asked respondents what agency/organization they thought should have a
primary role or responsibility in providing information and general guidance on SLR adaptation in the
Humboldt Bay region. Respondents were given the option to choose more than one organization ranging
from City government to Federal government and given the additional opportunity to write in their own
answer. The purpose of this question was to determine public support for potential SLR regional
collaboration frameworks and who ultimately the public thinks should be leading this effort. The results
show that respondents did not overwhelmingly rate one organization should lead over another. The top
two chosen organizations were State Government (27%) and County Government (26%). All results are
shown in the graph on the next page (Figure 15).
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Preferred Primary Organization For
Providing Guidance On SLR
5%
18%
City Government

24%

County Government
State Government
Federal Government

26%

Other
27%

Figure 15. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported organization with primary role or
responsibility for providing information and general guidance on SLR adaptation in the
Humboldt Bay region (n= 66-403).

Question 23 of the survey asked respondents how many SLR presentations, events, or workshops they
had attended in the last five years. Respondents were given the option of “None”, different ranges of
numbers, and “10+”. The purpose of this question was to determine how effective public outreach has
been and how involved the public is in SLR outreach. The results show that 45% of respondents (n= 247)
had not attended any presentations, events, or workshops. There were 308 respondents who attended
some sort of event in the last five years, with 54% of those respondents (n= 160) having attended 1-2
events (Figure 16).

Number of SLR Presentations, Events, or
Workshops Attended by Respondents in the
last 5 Years
300
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8-9

10+

Number of Events Attended
Figure 16. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported number of SLR Presentations, Events, or
Workshops (n= 555)
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Question 24 of the survey asked respondents what organizations had hosted the presentations, events,
or workshops that they had attended in the last five years. Respondents were given the option of “City”,
“County”, “State”, “Nonprofit”, and “School”, with the additional option of writing in their own answer.
The purpose of this question was to determine who was effectively involving the public in SLR outreach
and who might be targeted as an outreach partner for future regional SLR planning and collaboration. The
results show that respondents did not overwhelmingly attend outreach from one organization over
another. The top category for SLR outreach those respondents had attended was “Nonprofit” (n= 145) at
28% of respondents (Figure 17).

Host Organizations for SLR Outreach
Respondents had Attended
11%

12%
City

13%

County
22%

State
Nonprofit
School

28%

Other
14%

Figure 17. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported organizations that had hosted
presentations, events, or workshops that they had attended in the last five years (n=
308)

Question 25 of the survey asked respondents why they had not attended any SLR presentations, events,
or workshops in the last five years. Respondents were given the opportunity to choose all statements that
applied from the options of “Does not apply”, “I am not interested in this topic”, “I have not heard of
one”, “I had other things to do”, “I felt other people attending the event represented my interests”, “I do
not think the topic is relevant to me”, and “I am discouraged from attending because of the lack of action
after meetings”, with the additional option of writing in their own answer. The purpose of this question
was to determine how to increase the effectiveness of public SLR outreach and assess the general attitude
towards participation in SLR outreach. The results show that respondents predominantly have not heard
of any SLR outreach events to attend. Out of the 247 respondents who had not attended an event as
indicated by Question 23, 55% cited they did not attend due to not hearing of an event. The second most
popular option was “Other” which cited reasons such as “Work”, “Inconvenient times for meetings”, and
“Need gas money”. All results are shown in the graph on the next page (Figure 18).
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Reasons Public Have Not Attended SLR Outreach
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Figure 18. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported reasons for not attending SLR outreach presentations, events, or workshops
in the last five years (n= 297).

Question 29 of the survey asked respondents how they would like to be updated on SLR planning efforts.
They were given a variety of options, including “I do not want to be updated”, “Email”, “Dedicated
webpage”, “Facebook event”, “Phone call”, “Radio Announcement”, and “Workshops”, with the
additional option of writing in their own answer. The purpose of this question was to determine how to
increase the effectiveness of public SLR outreach. The results show that the top two options respondents
would prefer are Email (37%, n= 214) and Webpage (34%, n= 195). All results are shown in the graph on
the next page (Figure 19).
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Preferred Public Outreach Method
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Figure 19. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported preferred mode of outreach to be updated on SLR planning efforts (n= 13214).

Question 29 of the survey asked participants to answer how they heard about the SLR Public Survey 2021.
They were given a variety of options, including “Radio and television”, “Conversations with
family/friends/others”, “Humboldt County website”, “email”, “social media”, “Received survey in the
mail”, and “other”. The purpose of this question was to determine how effective different modes of
outreach for the survey had been. The results show that the outreach method most chosen was “Other”
(30%, n= 179). Many answers included specific digital media outlets or otherwise overlapped with other
outreach methods provided as options. Due to the targeted mail-in survey effort, the “Received the survey
in the mail” had the second highest number of respondents (29%, n= 171). All results are shown in the
graph on the next page (Figure 21).
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Survey Outreach Methods
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Figure 20. SLR Public Survey respondents’ reported method of receiving the SLR Public
Survey 2021 (n= 5-179).
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Public Comment
Survey Respondents were given several opportunities to expand on answers previously given, ask
questions, or otherwise provide public comment on the Humboldt Bay Sea Level Rise Regional Planning
Feasibility Study and the survey itself. In order to protect identifying information such as home or work
location, the County will keep these specific comments in private records and consider them moving
forward with the Feasibility Study.
Online survey participants were given the additional opportunity for public facing comment due to
requirements of the website the survey was hosted on. Specifically, respondents were asked: “ Any public
comment you would like to add to be posted on this survey?” Question 27 of the survey asking
respondents "Do you have any questions or comments regarding how coordinated, cross-jurisdictional,
regional sea level rise planning could be accomplished for the Humboldt Bay region?” was also offered in
both versions of the survey. These comments have been shared below in their entirety, aside from
comments that simply said a variation of the answer “no” or those that would identify the respondent.
Spelling and grammar have been minimally corrected for readability. Comments are arranged in
alphabetical order.
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Action needs to begin now if there is any hope for success. The human tendency to wait until the
shit is hitting the fan isn't going to cut it.
Already did them going through the Survey
As I stated previously the impacts of sea level rise occur gradually and are essentially amortized
into the use and value of low value (farms, parks) property. To panic over a 1 meter rise in the
distant future is to encourage hysteria.
As shocking as it may be to think about much of our familiar landscape being underwater, the
future flooding threat to low lying parts of Humboldt Bay is significantly greater than this map and
survey suggests. We're likely to see as much as twice that much sea level rise by 2100. And any
other flooding, whether from a tsunami or an atmospheric river, will come atop that new level.
Climate models strongly suggest we will get even larger floods in the future.
Be prepared for the worst case scenario. The loss of old town will ruin Eureka's tourist economy.
The loss of the marsh will lead to pollution and the loss of the 101 safety corridor will cripple this
community. And then think about the domestic refugee situation with the loss of all housing in
flood zones.
Build the bear river ridge wind farm. None of the opposition to it was nearly enough to outweigh
its climate benefits by reducing co2 production. Also, build offshore wind, re-open the blue lake
biomass plant, let pg&e try their tidal power experiment, and generally stop putting up regulatory
hurdles for planet-saving clean energy. Every time you say no to a renewable energy project, you
are why we're not reducing our co2 output.
Building sea walls or natural barriers is absolutely necessary. The ecological damage from allowing
the SLR to overtake would-be abandoned structures far outweighs the cost of building barriers.
Should the SLR get too extreme then my opinion could change but a few feet is preventable
Concern for the PG&E site
Consider that in some locations the perceived rise in sea level may actually be the sinking of land
mass.
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•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Developing local understanding of the opportunities and constraints for migrating coastlines and
adaptation planning, and coastal mitigation, is critical knowledge for a our small coastal
community to thrive. I look forward to collaborating in this process and learning as the county
learns.
Eel river carries more sediment than any river west of the Mississippi. And it is not properly cared
for, dredged, or maintained. That heavy sediment load is deposited within humboldt bay. When
you take a fixed volume container, then add sediment to the bottom, the liquid will raise. The
localized ""sea level rise"" humboldt bay is experiencing is a result of the excessive sediment
loading, and not from an actual rise in sea level. If the sea level were rising, it would be observed
throughout the Pacific, not specific to our little bay.
Emphasize a policy of retreat and full bay restoration. Remove all the levees.
for warned is for armed
get ready!
Great job on trying to get information on sea level rise in the Humboldt Bay area out to residents
and businesses.
Humboldt is stuck in past. It needs to invest in clean energy, electric transport, and find better
ways to integrate game changing technologies into helping people. Entire economic sectors are
at risk of being disrupted--and we need to give our people a chance to compete!
I am ashamed of Humboldt County's approach to SLR, it's as if you encouraged Salt-Water
Intrusion by doing nothing but ripping-out the vegetation that create coastal wetlands, stability
and habitat.
I better not!
I found a problem with this survey. The questions only focused on how I feel about protecting or
not protecting EXISTING property, infrastructure, and utilities from sea level rise. While I feel it's
important to adapt some existing infrastructure (i.e. raising up Highway 101), I don't feel like we
should try and save it all. Anywhere where I checked "not important" I am not saying the
infrastructure, be it electrical, government buildings, residences, is not important what I am
saying is that much of it needs to be moved to higher ground and out of future impact areas. This
is not a time for short-term thinking. The sea is going to continue to rise higher and higher over
the next couple of centuries even if as a species we actually are able to slow down global warming.
Trying to save some the infrastructure around the bay is going to be insanely expensive and for
how long will the mitigations really last? To spend money wisely we should be looking at moving
as much infrastructure as possible to higher ground, and in some cases changing the kind of
infrastructure we have (i.e. local micro-grids for electricity)
I prefer local decisions on sea level rise. What works on an unincorporated shoreline is likely
different than an industrial waterfront. Communication and coordination among agencies and
jurisdictions are positive but no jurisdiction should be making decisions for others.
I think much more consideration should be given to redrawing the maps for flood zones locally
and restricting development in those areas. I also think there should be more consideration of
relocating critical infrastructure.
I think the 101 needs to be relocated. I think much of the industrial buildings at the lower
elevations need to be removed. I think more pressure should be put on the government to create
a permanent storage location for the radioactive waste being stored right off the shore of
Humboldt bay. I think we should stop allowing new development in the lower elevations. New
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

structures should only be built at 260ft+ elevation because sea level rise could eventually reach
230ft and extra elevation needs to be considered for the Cascadia subduction zone tsunami risk
as well. Additionally coastal areas in southern California came up with an idea for organizations
and counties to buy residential homes in flood risk areas at market value, and that the county or
organizations recoup those funds over time by renting them out as vacation rentals while the slow
rise of the seas approaches.
I think there needs to be an alternative road going along the back side of Humboldt Hill ridge.
Humboldt hill road is the only way in or out and it will be flooded eventually. Also i think the
county should stop allowing new construction in the lower elevations. Sea level rise will eventually
reach 230ft, and it's best not to leave our infrastructural problems for future generations to deal
with.
I urge Humboldt County to do more to prepare for Sea Level Rise (SLR). Highway 101 will be
underwater unless we take immediate action. We can not continue to push the planning for, and
mitigation of, SLR-induced flooding impacts to the next generation of public officials and annual
budgets. We need to apply for (or otherwise generate) funding and start to include SLR planning
and preventative treatments in our budgets immediately, not in 5 years from now. Please do not
wait!
If an idea is noble enough, people will support it voluntarily. If people choose not to support it,
the issue may be with the most vocal proponents of the cause, not the cause itself. If extremist
ideologues vilify the skeptical or indifferent, you will lose more support than you could ever gain.
Reign in the alarmists and you will probably get more support.
If Humboldt County gets this right, we should be fine. If we don't, we could be in a world of hurt.
I’m worried about subterranean conveyance being flooded like storm drains and water/sewer
pipe chambers - and that sea water reaching further inland via those channels
Is climate change real for everyone yet?
It is coming. Prepare. Do not buy any wooden nickels!
Just get the word out. Make it easier to find this survey Door to door if necessary
Keep up the good work! This topic is important and critical to the future success of this area.
Let's get busy!
Making intelligent informed decisions (as opposed to reactionary and not well thought out
responses) needs to be centered in the planning process. Using a natural approach should also be
centered. Sea walls should never be built along the North Coast. We also need to examine
dredging of the Humboldt Bay and the effect it's having on beach erosion. We are decreasing the
sand budget that keeps our first line of defense against SLR strong, beaches and native dunes.
Many studies have been done, but little appears to be acted upon. Time is of the essence.
Nice work! Planning, prioritizing and funding sea level rise adaptations is a complex issue that
spans jurisdictions and affects many people. The results from this survey can help guide next
steps.
No sea walls!
one subduction earthquake can equal 3 feet of SLR in a single event.
Only if anonymous. I am terrified of how unprepared we are on the local, state, national and global
level.
Please measure sea level rise in various locations in Humboldt to verify the models. I have owned
property in King Salmon for over 20 years and to date, there has been no effect. I do believe it is
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•
•
•

•

•
•

•

happening but would like scientifical data rather than a model. Year over year records to verify
the models being offered. Please see my comments offered above. The earth is no longer
warming. The earth began cooling in 2007 when the sun entered a state of lower solar activity. I
took geography and other planning type courses during my civil engineering education at UC
Davis. I am educated in the use of ESRI ArcGIS software. Go look up a query: "what percentage of
the earth's surface area is urbanized?" You should find a link from Columbia University:
https://www.earth.columbia.edu/news/2005/story03-07-05.html That indicates 3 percent of the
earth's landmass is now urbanized. Urbanized regions are where the majority of fossil fuel exhaust
is generated. So the earth's landmass constitutes just 25 percent of the total earth's surface area.
Therefore by simply multiplying 0.03 by 0.25, you arrive at the fraction of the earth's total surface
area that is urbanized. The fraction digitally is just 0.0075, or 0.75 percent of the earth's total
surface, or seventy-five one hundredths of one percent. We are INSIGNIFICANT compared to the
sun's activity. I hope my capitalizing "INSIGNIFICANT" is not a violation of your "guidelines for
civility". I merely typed the word in capital letters for emphasis. Furthermore and foremost, the
County of Humboldt, by pursing the myth of sea level rise, with the possibility of limiting or
eliminating development of private parcels in coastal areas are effectively engaging in the slander
of title that could and would lead to decreased property values. Such a scenario is a "take" and
private land owners have a right to be justly financially compensated for the loss of their fair
market value of their properties."
Remind the public often.
Save our coastal lands! Save California!
Sea level protections have been made for 30 years and have been consistently wrong. Sea level
rise has not increased beyond historical rates going back two thousand years. 1/8 of an inch per
year
SEA LEVEL RISE (SLR) is not drastically accelerating, and is not an imminent threat. Most of the
current alarm over SLR derives from climate model projections, which predict a large increase that
will accelerate in the future. These models DO NOT find any confirmation in the real world, where
ocean tide gauge data shows that SLR has been slow and relatively constant since at least as far
back as 1856. All of the perceived acceleration comes from satellite measurements, and multiple
peer-reviewed studies of those data sets have shown that the data being interpreted as SLR
acceleration fall within the range of satellite measurement error, and furthermore do not match
well with tide gauge data on the ground, and thus can not be taken as proven, or even real. To
summarize, even though some researchers claim evidence that can be interpreted as showing
recent acceleration, the long-term record shows that sea level has always varied naturally on
multi-decadal time scales, and it is dangerous to extrapolate any short-term trends that do not
significantly exceed that normal variance into the far future.
Sea level rise is inevitable. Focus on incremental steps in planning moves to higher ground.
Sea Level Rise is not some esoteric thing that doesn't apply to you and me. It is critical to our
society and economy. It takes a long time to effectively plan for the inevitable catastrophe. Denial
is no longer an option. It's a 'all hands on deck' survival event.
Sea level rise is one of the most serious issues that Humboldt county is going to face over the next
20 to 50 years. If we do not get a system in place to handle this upcoming rise and sea level, we
will be forced to respond haphazardly and incrementally to a pervasive problem. I hope that the
county creates a set of guidelines, especially in regards to infrastructure development and
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

property vulnerability that makes it clearer to ordinary citizens about the impacts of sea level rise.
The sooner that we can get ahead of this phenomenon, the more that the county, our economy,
and the ordinary citizen will benefit.
Sea level rise is real and needs to be taken seriously. Municipalities and agencies need to work
together -- and speed up the pace. Funding sources should be sought NOW while we have
environmentally aware state and federal leaders in office.
Sea levels have change throughout history. There is far more hype than real effect from sea level
changes. If people choose to build and live in an intertidal location then the consequences should
be born by those who make the choice.
Show the photograph of the measuring stick in the ocean with the notation the sea level was here,
now its here.
Sixty years is not even the lifespan of your children. Look further ahead.
SLR is real, inevitable, and will eventually impact the area.
SLR is real. Take action now
SLR regional planning should address equity & inclusion issues to address any undue impacts on
certain vulnerable populations and on non-motorized transit users of roads and public buses.
Stop pushing fear.
Survey was too long, I didnt know it would take 30 minutes. Maybe post a warning next time.
Thanks!
Thank you
Thank you for all your hard work! The time is now, to start preparing for next Ice Age. Today
decides tomorrow, except at last chance grade.
Thank you for doing this! I hope you get overwhelming support for SLR adaptation planning! It's
so important!
Thank you for doing this. It is of fundamental importance.
Thank you for focusing on an inevitable and hopefully manageable future.
Thank you!
Thank you!
Thank you.
Thanks for asking us.
Thanks...very important to be proactive about SLR. Surprised so much money was spent on
upgrading Eureka/Arcata causeway with no concern for sea level rise...
The climate change deniers will loudly oppose any and all policies. Some people (NIMBYs) will
whine about their "property value" or "the view", and those people should be ignored.
The County needs to start thinking seriously about the cumulative impacts of water-intensive
projects as it pertains to the environment, our water resources, and climate change impacts, such
as sea level rise. We are in a period of sustained ""moderate to severe"" drought, which is only
likely to get worse. Please impose a moratorium on permits for water-intensive projects, like the
mega cannabis grows and larger factories. At the very least, require an EIR for new projects. Start
thinking about sustainability. We do not have endless resources to be exploited for individual
profit or corporate greed. Think ahead -whether seven generations or several - preserve the water
and the environment for future generations and think about them in everything you do. The
flooding map “1 meter” makes me very concerned for the (additional) much greater effects on
the region from a catastrophic earthquake off the coast (Mendocino Triple Junction, Cascadia
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Subduction Zone), especially with the potential for concurrent earthquake-caused Humboldt Bay
area subsidence. Meaning: A Tohoku-type flooding event. We need to spend some money on
MUCH better directional signage (for everyone, including visitors unfamiliar with the area) and
awareness (for residents) of all the potential escape routes to higher ground, especially from the
Eureka 101 business corridor, including side streets inland from the 101. There are only so many
roads in and out of that area, and the most commonly known and used ones would quickly be
overwhelmed with traffic, and could become a parking lot/death trap as people abandon their
vehicles trying to get to higher ground. PLUS more and louder tsunami warning sirens! I barely
heard the sirens outside during the test this spring, 2021, (and didn't hear them at all in a quiet
indoor location) and I never heard the aircraft-broadcast tsunami warning."
The idea that sea level rise isn't already affecting us and isn't being required to address in every
proposed project is of huge concern. For example, thinking seal level rise won’t affect the
proposed aquafarm in Humboldt Bay is so insane I can't believe it will get approved but a proper
EIR hasn't been done. Then there are the “improvements" that widened 101 safety corridor. And
then there is the issue of the care of spent fuel rods from the decommissioned nuclear power
plant, with PG&E oversight of their ending in 2025 (not sure of all the details but a public meeting
was held & covered by media in 2019 or so, so records can probably be located). These things are
being done with an "as if" mentality, with no thought to integrate the fact that Humboldt Bay has
been identified as "ground zero" for sea level rise. We ignore this at our own peril!
The most important thing that you could do is restrict building permanent structures in low lying
areas, at least areas colored in your map and beyond also. Just pick a height above sea level 30
feet or whatever is decided to be the minimum height to build permanent structures on, just like
you did with areas too low and close to the rivers after the 1964 flood. Study how they deal with
things in Holland. If possible, build locks at a raised Jetty and keep the barrier of dunes. Once the
rising water gets into the bay and river mouths, the only thing to do is relocate from low lying
areas.
The same exact one I wrote on the previous page which I now cannot go back to. Thank you for
providing this survey.
The spent nuclear fuel rods stored at the PG&E power plant need to be removed. The plant
location is highly vulnerable to both sea-level rise and tsunami's due to climate change, as well as
earthquakes. Assistance from the federal and state government, coordination with local
government agencies, along with guidance and instruction from top-level scientists is needed.
PG&E is highly unlikely to take appropriate action on its own. Pressure needs to be applied to
governments agencies and those in public office to move forward to rectify this situation.
This area has struggled for decades to provide a good living, stability. If we work together and
cross-jurisdictionally, we should be able to make this work for us and attract tourism (&
Hollywood), preserve our way of life (meeting everyone's needs), create jobs, protect our
environment. Also, we feel the tribes should be given first say in how this goes down, with wisdom
from the ages. Please think of the whales and animals first - this area is critically important to
migration & diversity.
THIS IS A TOTAL WASTE OF MONEY
This is a waste of time and resources. The sea level is not going to rise, mark my words, time will
prove.
Time is running out
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To address SLR, we must in our planning include the option that we cannot stop SLR (I do not see
that tone in this survey). Thus we must come up with solutions to move residents/businesses/etc.
that are in the flood zones.
We are too late!
We have owned our property since 1975. We are experiencing the same type of flooding which
occurs when it rains hard for a week with a king tide. Our biggest flooding events happens
approximately 8 to 9 years ago.
We need a road that can be accessed by anywhere that is 50' above sea level for times when 101
which has many places where it is below that and has overpasses and bridges susceptible to
failure. 101 is not a reliable emergency road and is too close to sea level.
We need to responsibly retreat and get out of historical coastal floodplains.
We're all in this together! What affects your neighbor affects you.
We're not King Kanute here. The focus should be on moving to higher ground. Other efforts will
be temporary and ultimately a waste of resources.
Within TEN years, Highway 101 near Jacobs Avenue will be flooding on a regular basis during very
high tides (see Aldaron Laird's SLR in Humboldt Bay study). The time to act to prevent this
problem was 40-50 years ago. But the time to act to deal with this as best as we can is NOW! We
can't keep our heads in the sand any longer.
Yes get a life you ought to be more worried about radiation from Japan's nuclear disaster than
the land being pulled down which mother earth will take care of one day
Your survey is simply too danged long. I burned out. Learn to write concise surveys, deal with the
most important issues. Don't dump your inbox, outbox, and trash can into the form.
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COUNTY OF HUMBOLDT
PLANNING AND BUILDING DEPARTMENT
LONG RANGE PLANNING DIVISION
3015 H Street Eureka CA 95501
Phone: (707) 445-7541 Fax: (707) 268-3792

Research Survey on Regional Coordination of Sea Level Rise Adaptation
Planning in the Humboldt Bay Region
Hello! You are receiving this public survey because you have been identified by the County of
Humboldt as the owner of property that could be affected by 1 meter of sea level rise. Please
fill out this survey and mail it back in the stamped return envelope supplied by June 21,
2021. If you would like to take the online version of this survey instead, please go to:
https://www.opentownhall.com/10786
This public survey by the County of Humboldt will inform their Humboldt Bay Sea Level Rise
Regional Planning Feasibility Study, a project funded by a California Coastal Commission local
coastal program grant (LCP-19-01). The goal of this project is to develop options for sea level
rise adaptation planning in the Humboldt Bay region that will foster a cooperative and
coordinated regional approach to the identification, funding, and implementation of various sea
level rise adaptation policies and strategies and measures. This region contains many critical
assets owned and/or operated by various public and private entities, located in multiple
hydrologic units (an area of land that drains into a specific hydrologic feature such as a stream),
and in multiple federal, state, and local governmental jurisdictions with regulatory authority over
development or public trust responsibility.
This survey will help the County identify and understand the roles, responsibilities, needs and
concerns of those that could be involved in sea level rise planning efforts within the Humboldt
Bay region. The County hopes to identify ways collaborative adaptation efforts could be
advanced. Results of this survey will be reported in future informative community workshops
and presentations. Data collected will also be incorporated into the Humboldt Bay Sea Level
Rise Regional Planning Feasibility Study.

Confidentiality
This is an anonymous survey with no foreseeable risks associated with your participation. If you
agree to participate, you will be asked to answer questions about your opinions on sea level rise
impacts and planning in the Humboldt Bay region. No identifiable personal information will be
collected unless you would like to share your email in order to be contacted for future updates
on the County’s sea level rise project. There are also a few voluntary general location and nonidentifiable demographic information questions.

Contact
This information is being collected by the County of Humboldt Planning and Building
Department - Long Range Planning. If you have questions or concerns, please contact Sarah
Wickman at swickman@co.humboldt.ca.us or 707-445-7245.
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Sea level rise information is available on the County’s webpage:
https://humboldtgov.org/1678/Local-Coastal-Plan-Update
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creates a financial incentive for industries to invest in clean technologies and develop innovative
ways to reduce pollution.
California Climate Investments projects include affordable housing, renewable energy, public
transportation, zero-emission vehicles, environmental restoration, more sustainable agriculture,
recycling, and much more. At least 35 percent of these investments are located within and
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households across California. For more information, visit the California Climate Investments
website at: www.caclimateinvestments.ca.gov.
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1.

Survey Questions

According to the California Ocean Protection Council, Humboldt Bay could experience
approximately 1-3 feet of sea level rise by the year 2060. The color-coded shaded areas of
this map represent locations within the six hydrologic units on Humboldt Bay (tidally
influenced drainage areas that include Arcata Bay, Mad River Slough, Eureka Slough,
Eureka Bay, Elk River Slough, and South Bay) that could potentially be flooded with 3 feet of
sea level rise under current Humboldt Bay shoreline conditions.

Using this map, do you:
(1.1) live.
(1.2) own property,
(1.3) work, or
(1.4) visit/recreate
in any of the shaded areas?
Check all that apply in the
table below

Arcata
Bay

Mad
River
Slough

Eureka
Slough

Eureka
Bay

Elk
River
Slough

South
Bay

N/A

(1.1) live

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

(1.2) own property

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

(1.3) work or conduct workrelated projects/activities

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

(1.4) visit and/or recreate

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐
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2.

How many years have you lived in Humboldt County?
Enter number of years _______

3.

Please select the statement that best describes your housing or property status within the
areas mapped in Question #1. Please check all that apply.
If you checked “None of the above” for this question, skip to Question #15.
❏ Renter
❏ Homeowner
❏ Property owner – no residence
❏ Seasonal residence
❏ None of the above

4.

Is your residence/residences or property/properties that you identified in Question #3 above,
located on the shoreline? Please check all that apply.
❏ Residence
❏ Property
❏ None of the above

5.

Do you live in one of the following communities?
❏ King Salmon
❏ Fairhaven/Finntown
❏ Fields Landing
❏ None of the above

6.

How concerned are you about sea level rise hazards such as flooding, erosion, etc., at your
residence or property? If you selected more than one housing or property status in Question
#3, please respond for the one that is at highest risk from sea level rise hazards.
❏ Does not apply
❏ Not concerned
❏ Somewhat concerned
❏ Moderately concerned
❏ Very concerned

7.

Please indicate how often you have experienced flooding and/or damage at your residence
or property within the last five years. If you selected more than one housing or property
status in Question #3, please respond for the one that is at highest flooding risk.
Enter # of incidents
Experienced flooding
Experienced property damage due to flooding
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8.

Have you relocated in the past or considered relocating due to sea level rise hazards such
as flooding, erosion, etc., at your residence or property?
❏ No
❏ Yes

9.

If you answered “yes” to Question #8, please briefly explain the type of hazards you
experienced and how they impacted you:

10.

Have you sold your property or considered selling your property due to sea level rise
hazards such as flooding, erosion, etc., at your residence or property?
❏ No
❏ Yes

11.

If you answered “yes” to Question #10, please briefly explain the type of hazards you
experienced and how they impacted you:
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12.

How informed/educated do you feel you are regarding sea level rise hazards at your
residence or property?
❏ Not informed
❏ Somewhat informed
❏ Moderately informed
❏ Very informed
❏ Extremely informed

13.

How vulnerable do you think the area immediately surrounding your residence or property is
to damage from the sea level rise hazards in the table below? If you selected more than one
housing or property status in Question #3, please respond for the one that is at highest risk.
Check the box to indicate the level of vulnerability for each hazard.
Not at all
vulnerable

Somewhat
Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Highly
Vulnerable

Exceptionally
Vulnerable

I don’t
know

Repeated flooding
during normal high
tides

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Seasonal flooding by
King tides (highest
high tide of the year)

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Tidal surge from
severe storms

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Increased flooding or
erosion if sea level
rises in the future

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Loss of property due
to erosion

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

14.

Do you have any other comments regarding sea level rise hazards at your residence or
property you would like to share?
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15.

When, if ever, do you think the Humboldt Bay region will start to be impacted by sea level
rise? (choose one answer below)
❏ It is already being impacted
❏ Within the next 5 years
❏ Within the next 6-10 years
❏ Within the next 11-25 years
❏ Within the next 26-50 years
❏ Within the next 51-100 years or more
❏ Never
❏ I don’t know

16.

How informed/educated are you about sea level rise in the Humboldt Bay region?
❏ Not informed
❏ Somewhat informed
❏ Moderately informed
❏ Very informed
❏ Extremely informed

17.

How concerned are you about sea level rise in the Humboldt Bay region?
❏ Not concerned
❏ Somewhat concerned
❏ Moderately concerned
❏ Very concerned
❏ Extremely concerned

18.

Where do you get your information about sea level rise? Choose all that apply.
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Digital media (newspaper, magazine)
Printed media (newspaper, magazine)
Radio
Television
Social Media
Talking with others
Local workshops
Local news
State news
National/international news
Local government reports and briefings
State agency reports and briefings
Federal agency reports and briefings
Scientific journals
Other: ____________________________________________________________
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19.

Please rate the priority of the following Humboldt County assets when considering the need
for sea level rise adaptation (flooding or erosion protection, asset modification or relocation,
etc.) and future sea level rise planning.
Check the box to indicate the priority rating for each item.
Not at all a
Priority
(1)

Somewhat a
Priority
(2)

A Moderate
Priority
(3)

A High
Priority
(4)

Exceptionally
High Priority
(5)

An individual residence
where surrounding
residences would not
also require protection

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

An individual business,
office, shop, etc. where
the surrounding
establishments would not
also require protection

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Highway 101

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Local roads and
highways

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Natural wetlands, wildlife
areas, etc.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Beaches and similar
coastal access areas

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Agricultural land to
protect inland
infrastructure (roads,
sewer lines, etc.)

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Agricultural land to
preserve agricultural
activities

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Coastal-Dependent
Industrial lands and
development

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Parks and similar public
spaces

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Electric service facilities

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Sewer/Wastewater
collection and treatment
facilities

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐
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19.

(Cont’d) - Please rate the priority of the following items in Humboldt County for protection
from flooding associated with sea level rise and for consideration in future sea level rise
planning.
Check the box to indicate the priority rating for each item.
Not at all a
Priority
(1)

Somewhat a
Priority
(2)

A Moderate
Priority
(3)

A High
Priority
(4)

Exceptionally
High Priority
(5)

Domestic water treatment
and conveyance facilities

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Stormwater collection
and treatment facilities

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Natural Gas distribution
facilities

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Communication facilities
(e.g., phone lines,
internet cables, fiber optic
lines, etc.)

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Government facilities
excluding water and
wastewater facilities
(includes police and fire
departments, city halls,
public works corporation
yards, etc.)

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Places of cultural
importance

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐
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20.

In the Humboldt Bay region, how important are the following components in preparing for
sea level rise (SLR) and associated hazards?
Check the box to indicate the level of importance for each.
Not at all
Important
(1)

Slightly
Important
(2)

Neutral
(3)

Important
(4)

Very
Important
(5)

Educating the community about
SLR impacts and solutions

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Installing natural shoreline
stabilization such as living
shorelines, dunes, etc., to
protect against SLR impacts
such as tidal flooding and
shoreline erosion

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Installing hard shoreline
stabilization or barriers such as
dikes, sea walls, rip rap, etc., to
protect against SLR impacts
such as tidal flooding and
shoreline erosion

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Repairing, maintaining, and
enhancing existing shoreline
structures

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Enhancing emergency
response for major flooding
events

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Providing tools to inform the
community where flooding will
likely cause damage

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Regulating land use, such as
development restrictions, to
avoid SLR impacts

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Finding ways to postpone SLR
policy changes until more
research is done

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Regional coordination to lessen
and prevent SLR impacts

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐
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21.

How should sea level rise (SLR) planning and adaptation be funded? Indicate your level of
support for the various potential funding mechanisms listed below:
Strongly
oppose

Somewhat
oppose

Neutral

Somewhat
favor

Strongly
favor

Increase funding for SLR protection
by cutting other local programs and
services

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Utilize external grant funds when
available

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Encourage insurance companies to
require upgrades to homes and
businesses to reduce SLR risks as a
condition of insurance

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Require individuals and businesses
to pay for their own SLR protection
to minimize local government costs

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Pass local tax measures to fund SLR
adaptation work

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Pass state laws, programs, or bond
measures with mechanisms to fund
SLR adaptation work

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Pass federal laws or programs with
mechanisms to fund SLR work

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Utilize public funds for SLR
adaptation projects on private lands
that will protect both public and
private assets

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Funding should not be spent on SLR
planning and adaptation work

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐
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22.

What organization do you think should have a primary role or responsibility in providing
information and general guidance on sea level rise adaptation in the Humboldt Bay region?
Choose all that apply.
❏ City government
❏ County government
❏ State government (e.g., Ocean Protection Council, California Coastal Commission,
etc.)
❏ Federal government (e.g., Federal Emergency Management Agency, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, etc.)
❏ Other: ___________________________________________________________

23.

How many sea level rise presentations, events, or workshops have you attended in the last
five years?
❏ None
❏ 1-2
❏ 3-4
❏ 5-6
❏ 7-8
❏ 8-9
❏ 10+

24.

If you have attended a sea level rise presentation, event, or workshop, who hosted it? If you
have attended multiple, please mark all that apply.
❏ City
❏ County
❏ State
❏ Nonprofit
❏ School
❏ Other (Please specify): ______________________________________________

25.

If you have not attended a sea level rise presentation, event, or workshop, why not?
❏ Does not apply
❏ I am not interested in this topic.
❏ I have not heard of one.
❏ I had other things to do.
❏ I felt other people attending the event represented my interests.
❏ I do not think the topic is relevant to me.
❏ I am discouraged from attending because of the lack of action after meetings.
❏ Other: ____________________________________________________________
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26.

If you attended or would like to attend a SLR public outreach event, is there anything else
you would like to share about these events? (Overall impression, ways to improve events,
presentations you would like to see, favorite events, etc.)

27.

Do you have any questions or comments regarding how coordinated, cross-jurisdictional,
regional sea level rise planning could be accomplished for the Humboldt Bay region?
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28.

If you would like to be updated on sea level rise planning efforts, how would you prefer to be
communicated with? Check all that apply.
❏ Email (provide email address) _________________________________________
❏ Dedicated webpage
❏ Facebook event
❏ Phone call
❏ Radio Announcement
❏ Workshops
❏ Other: ____________________________________________________________
❏ I do not want to be updated

29.

How did you hear about this survey?
❏ Humboldt County website
❏ Email
❏ Social media: Please list __________________________________
❏ Radio or television
❏ Conversations with friends/family/others
❏ Received the survey in the mail
❏ Other____________________________

30.

What is your age?
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

31.

18-34 years
35-44 years
45-64 years
Over 64 years
Prefer not to answer

What is your total household income?
❏ Less than $10,000
❏ $10,000 to $19,999
❏ $20,000 to $29,999
❏ $30,000 to $39,999
❏ $40,000 to $49,999
❏ $50,000 to $59,999
❏ $60,000 to $69,999
❏ $70,000 to $79,999
❏ $80,000 to $89,999
❏ $90,000 to $99,999
❏ $100,000 to $149,999
❏ $150,000 or more
❏ Prefer not to say
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Executive Summary
Humboldt State University researchers and Humboldt County Long Range Planning staff
partnered to develop and implement a survey of coastal professionals connected to Humboldt
Bay in order to gain insights into their knowledge, attitudes, and perceptions of sea level rise
(SLR) and their preferences for various coordination strategies. A key goal of the study was to
use this information to inform the development of options for SLR adaptation planning in the
Humboldt Bay region that will foster a cooperative and coordinated regional approach.
This report outlines the methods and results of an online survey conducted from May to June
2021 which obtained responses from 107 coastal professionals on topics related to their current
SLR planning experiences, perceived barriers to coordination, and ideas for future regional-level
planning and adaptation. Each question asked in the survey is presented with a figure of the
results based on percentage of responses as well as a descriptive text interpretation. Additional
detail from the figures can be found in accompanying tables.
Overall, respondents perceived SLR as an issue that is already impacting the Humboldt Bay
region. A vast majority of respondents generally agreed that coordination of SLR planning and
adaptation was needed. Generally, less than 55% of respondents indicated that their agency or
organization has collaborated and engaged in SLR activities with other agencies/organizations
on Humboldt Bay within the last four years. The most agreed upon barriers to regional SLR
planning and adaptation were a lack of funding and a lack of staff availability. Other potential
barriers to regional coordination included the perception that stakeholders disagree on actions
needed to address SLR and the perception that differences in stakeholder values will inhibit
agreement in choosing adaptation options. Generally, respondents indicated that both public
outreach and incorporation of environmental justice considerations had not been efficient or
sufficient and needed improvement. Most of the potential future SLR projects and programs
identified in the survey were prioritized as high or essential by the majority of survey
respondents; the only effort prioritized as low or not a priority was the development of regional
projects aimed at the development or enhancement of man-made physical barriers.
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Introduction
Humboldt Bay is experiencing the fastest rate of relative sea level rise in California and is likely
to experience severe SLR flooding within the next two decades (Laird, 2015; Patton, Williams,
Anderson, & Leroy, 2017). The Humboldt Bay shoreline is governed by a patchwork of entities
with different missions and jurisdictions and coordination of sea level rise (SLR) planning will be
critical because hydrologic areas and flooding from tidal waters can cross political boundaries.
Developing an effective coordination strategy will require an understanding of the social
dynamics among coastal professionals and planners connected to the Humboldt Bay system.
Researchers from Humboldt State University partnered with staff from the County of Humboldt
Planning and Building Department - Long Range Planning to develop and implement a survey
of coastal professionals connected to Humboldt Bay in order to gain insights into their
knowledge, attitudes, and perceptions of sea level rise and their preferences for various
coordination strategies.
Findings from this survey have informed two different efforts. First, the findings have been
incorporated into an HSU Master’s Thesis by Kristen Orth-Gordinier titled: “Social science
research to help advance regional coordination and collaboration of sea level rise adaptation
and planning on Humboldt Bay.” This thesis combines findings from the survey with information
from semi-structured interviews with coastal professionals and a review of sea level rise
documents to produce findings and recommendations related to sea level rise coordination on
Humboldt Bay.
Second, the survey data will also inform Humboldt County’s Humboldt Bay Sea Level Rise
Planning Feasibility Study. The goal of this project is to develop options for sea level rise
adaptation planning in the Humboldt Bay region that will foster a cooperative and coordinated
regional approach to the identification, funding, and implementation of various sea level rise
adaptation policies, strategies, and measures with resulting regulatory and financial benefits.
This joint survey effort highlights the possibilities for collaborations between local government
and academic institutions to develop rigorous, applied research that can inform effective
planning and adaption. Through this partnership, local government and academia were each
able to bring their strengths to the table to design a survey approach that was sound, relevant,
and spoke to community needs.

Methodology
Surveys are often used to measure stakeholder’s values or “mental models,” and are especially
helpful in understanding their past experiences with and perceptions of SLR (Thomas, Pidgeon,
Whitmarsh, & Ballinger, 2015). The standardization of questions can provide researchers with
specific quantifiable information that can be compared across participants (Newing, 2011). This
method was chosen by the project team in order to collect input from a large number of people
in a short timeframe. It also provided a means to capture a representative sample of views
among coastal professionals operating in the Humboldt Bay region.
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Target Population
Survey participants generally met the definition of “Coastal Professionals” used in the 2016
California Coastal Adaptation Needs Assessment: “…individuals involved in California coastal
resource management, conservation, and protection from coastal hazards.” This includes
“...planners, resource managers, public works engineers, transportation managers, emergency
response managers, public health officials, harbor managers, port commissioners, and elected
officials, as well as representatives of environmental organizations working on coastal issues,
private-sector consultancies, and officials at farm bureaus. Public sector respondents were
drawn from the local, regional, state, and federal levels (Moser, Finzi Hart, Newton Mann,
Sadrpour, & Grifman, 2018).” Randomization was not used because participants needed to
have a moderate-high relative level of knowledge in SLR planning and conditions on Humboldt
Bay. Participants were recruited through email, asked to voluntarily participate in this study, and
no incentives were provided. Nonrandom sampling and self-selection could introduce areas of
bias. We sought to reduce this bias by developing broad and inclusive lists of potential
participants and by sending several follow-up emails reminding and encouraging participation.

Survey Design
This survey was designed in coordination with the County of Humboldt’s Regional SLR
Coordination & Regulatory Framework Feasibility Study which started in late 2020 in order to
directly inform their study. Survey questions were drawn from relevant literature, other climate
change related surveys conducted in California, and interviews conducted with Humboldt Bay
coastal professionals by Kristen Orth-Gordinier for her graduate thesis research at HSU. Draft
surveys were reviewed by multiple local professionals for relevance and clarity. Once the survey
instrument was developed, the research team obtained HSU Institutional Review Board
approval for this project (Protocol #20-148). All participants were provided a consent form at the
beginning of the survey and could only participate if they consented to the terms described (see
Appendix A for consent form and survey).
In mid-May invitations were sent to request participation in the study via a SurveyMonkey email
collector. If an email bounced or was blocked, followed up occurred via email with a survey link.
After two weeks another email was sent with the survey link to invitees who had not responded,
to account for SurveyMonkey emails potentially being directed to spam/quarantine folders. To
increase participation, reminder emails were sent each week either via SurveyMonkey or email
and a research team member attended public meetings to introduce the survey during public
comment periods. Some participants emailed the team with recommendations on additional
participants and in most cases, the team would send a survey link to those individuals within a
couple days of the recommendation. The survey was closed after approximately one month
when the stakeholder representation and response rate was acceptable.

Survey Response & Completion Rate
Email invitations were sent to 297 potential survey participants and 140 people responded to the
survey. Upon closure of the survey, 33 sets of responses were deemed “incomplete” and
removed from the data set because the respondents completed less than 30% of the questions.
Therefore, responses from 107 respondents were utilized for this report. The response rate was
then calculated by the number of complete and partial responses. The revised survey response
rate was 36%.
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𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 − 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 30% 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

The average completion time according to Survey Monkey was 23 minutes and 35 seconds. On
average, respondents answered approximately 81% of the questions. Only about 12% of
respondents answered less than 60% of the questions. Of those respondents who answered
less than 60% of the questions, 50% either “never or rarely” professionally work with SLR
topics, while 30% “occasionally” work with SLR topics and 20% “moderately or worked a great
deal” with SLR topics. One respondent commented in a short answer box, “I'm probably not a
great selection to contact.”

Analysis & Reporting
Survey data was downloaded from SurveyMonkey as an excel file. After incomplete responses
were removed from the dataset, response affiliations were updated by stakeholder category.
Stakeholder categories were developed by the project team, however a second question asked
respondents to self-identify their agency or organization. If needed, the project team updated
responses by re-categorizing them into consistent stakeholder groups based on the selfidentified agency/organization. This would also allow for additional analysis to be conducted
based on specific agencies if the sample size was large enough (n>3). Analysis done at the
specific agency level may not represent an official view of the agency/organization respondents
work for and therefore should not be treated as such. Results for each survey question are
presented by a figure based on percentage of responses as well as a descriptive text
interpretation. Figures were made in Microsoft excel (version 2107) and R Core Team (version
2019). Statistics were run in Microsoft excel (version 2107) and R Core Team (version 2019).

Respondents
Survey participants were asked a series of questions about themselves and their involvement
and general thoughts about SLR-related work in order to collect demographic and topicexperience information.

Respondent Demographics
The average respondent was a white college-educated male, 45 years of age or older. The vast
majority of respondents were Caucasian, European American, or White (78%) while 4% of
respondents were American Indian, Alaskan Native, or Native American which was the next
most represented race/ethnicity (Figure 1). Fifty-one percent of respondents were 45 years old
or older and 80% had either a Bachelor’s or Post-graduate (Master/PhD) degree (Figure 2 and
Figure 3). Of the demographic questions, approximately 12-14% of participants chose “prefer
not to answer” or did not answer the questions.
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Figure 1: Respondent gender (left) and race/ethnicity (right). No respondents identified as genderqueer or
non-binary. No respondents identified as genderqueer or non-binary. No respondents identified as African
American or Black, Middle Eastern or North African, and Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific islander.
Gender identities or race/ethnicities with no responses are not presented on these figures. For the
race/ethnicity question n=110, this is higher than the total number of respondents due to the option to
choose multiple answers for this question.
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Figure 2: Respondent age (n=107).
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Figure 3: Respondent level of education (n=107).

Respondent Characteristics
Respondents represented 11 stakeholder categories and 47 agencies/organizations (Table 1).
State government was the most represented (25 respondents), followed by city, nongovernment organizations (NGO) and private sector consultants (12 respondents each). The
only stakeholder category not chosen by a respondent was “Agricultural Industry,” however
some respondents who are affiliated with government entities that represent agricultural
stakeholders and interests did participate in this survey and were categorized by their state or
local affiliation. Some respondents have multiple roles within the community and self-identified
two affiliated agencies/organizations (i.e., a specific state government and a specific local
government). Their responses are reported with the Stakeholder Group they chose when
responding to the survey, even if it did not match both self-identified entities.
Table 1: Number of respondents per stakeholder category and self-identified agency/organization that
respondents work for or are associated with.

Stakeholder Group
Specific Agency/Organization
Academia/Research
California Sea Grant Extension
Humboldt State University
San Francisco State University
City Government
City of Arcata
City of Eureka
County Government
Humboldt County
Federal Government
Bureau of Land Management
US Fish & Wildlife Service
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US Department of Agriculture-Natural Resources Conservation
Service
Infrastructure/Service Provider/Community Services District (CSD) (e.g., roads,
water, sewer, gas, electric)
Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District
Humboldt CSD
Manila CSD
Peninsula CSD
Vero Networks
Non-Government Organization
Coalition for Responsible Transportation Priorities
Friends of the Arcata Marsh
Friends of the Dunes
Friends of Elk River
Humboldt Baykeeper
Redwood Community Action Agency
Redwood Region Audubon
Surfrider Foundation
Timber Heritage Association
Private Sector Consultant
GHD
Greenway Partners
H. T. Harvey & Associates
ICF
Michael Love & Associates, Inc.
Northern Hydrology & Engineering
Stillwater Sciences
Regional District or Association or Special District (e.g., Harbor District, etc.)
Humboldt Bay Harbor, Recreation and Conservation District
Humboldt County Association of Governments
Redwood Coast Energy Authority
State Government
California Coastal Commission
California Department of Fish & Wildlife
California Geological Survey
California State Coastal Conservancy
Caltrans
Humboldt County Resource Conservation District
North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board
Office of Planning and Research
State Lands Commission
Trade/Business/Industry Group
Coldwell Banker Sellers Realty
Hog Island Oyster Co.
Humboldt Association of Realtors
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Tribal Government
Blue Lake Rancheria
Wiyot Tribe
Other

7

1

Elected officials made up a small amount of respondents (16%); however, represented most
local Stakeholder Groups that have elected officials including City Government, County
Government, Tribal Government, Regional/Special Districts, and Infrastructure Service
Provider/CSDs.
Respondents had varying degrees of professional experience and involvement with SLR-related
work (Figure 4). Approximately 8% of respondents had never done related work and had no
years of professional experience. Alternatively, almost 50% were involved with SLR-related
work moderately (monthly) to a great deal (weekly, daily) and 60% had more than 5 years of
experience. Overall, survey respondents were likely fairly knowledgeable on this topic, as
suggested by these levels of involvement and experience.

Figure 4: Respondents’ years of professional experience (left, n=97) and frequency of involvement (right,
n=107) with SLR-related work. Frequencies were quantified as: never (no involvement), rarely (1 time or
less per year), occasionally (2-11 times per year), moderately (monthly), a great deal (daily, weekly).
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Feelings About Performing SLR-Related Work
The survey of coastal professionals also contained a series of questions related to their
“feelings about performing SLR-related work.” Figure 5 and Table 2, shows the results from
those questions. The two most agreed with statements were regarding feeling worried about
future impacts of planning decisions and feeling personally worried about SLR. The majority of
respondents found SLR work engaging and fulfilling. Fifty-four percent of respondents were
discouraged by a lack of forward movement of SLR adaptation actions, while 41% were inspired
by the amount of work the Humboldt Bay region has already accomplished. Almost the same
number of respondents agreed as disagreed that addressing SLR adds significantly to their
workload. Less than 25% of respondents agreed with statements about their work being
overwhelming due to technical complexity, uncomfortable due to the uncertainty associated with
SLR, or feeling unprepared and therefore less confident.
Table 2: Respondents’ level of agreement regarding various statements about performing SLR-related
work.

Percentage of Respondents
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
disagree
agree
I am worried about how our SLR planning
decisions will impact future generations.
I am personally quite worried about SLR.
I find SLR work engaging and fulfilling.
I am discouraged by our lack of forward
movement of SLR adaptation actions.
I am inspired by how much work the
Humboldt Bay region has accomplished.
Having to address SLR in what I do means a
big additional workload.
The technical complexity of SLR science is
overwhelming.
The uncertainty associated with SLR makes
me uncomfortable.
I don’t know what to do to prepare for SLR,
so I feel less confident in my work.
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Figure 5: Respondents’ level of agreement regarding various statements about performing SLR-related work (n=92-94).
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Perceptions of SLR
The coastal professional survey included a question about expectations of when SLR will impact
the region. This question was replicated in a public survey about SLR released by Humboldt
County in the summer of 2021. The public survey was developed by Humboldt County Long
Range Planning staff, with input from this HSU team, with the intention of gathering baseline
information on public perceptions of SLR risks and expectations of planning for SLR around
Humboldt Bay. Results from both surveys are compared in Figure 6. The majority of both
groups of respondents thought that SLR was already impacting the Humboldt Bay region (public
46%; professional 71%). This generally suggests that people in the Humboldt Bay region
believe that SLR could be an immediate issue. Compared to the public, coastal professionals
are slightly more likely to view it as an immediate risk.

Timeline of expected SLR impacts in
the Humboldt Bay region
Public responses

Professional responses

It is already being impacted
Within the next 5 years
Within the next 6-10 years
Within the next 11-25 years
Within the next 26-50 years
Wihtin the next 51-100 years or more
Never
I don't know
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Percentage of Responses
Figure 6: Comparison of expectations from public (n=577) and coastal professional (n=107) respondents
of when SLR might impact the Humboldt Bay region. (Public survey data from 2021 Humboldt County
Planning and Building Department Public Survey).
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Current SLR Planning Efforts
Respondents were asked if their agency/organization is using a specific timeline and/or
projection for their SLR planning or advocacy work. If they were, two follow up questions were
asked about specifically what those timelines and/or projections were as well as what sources
their projection guidance came from. If their agency/organization was not using specific
timelines and/or projections, participants were asked why.
Almost 60% of respondents were not using specific timelines/projections (Figure 7).
Respondents who answered a short open-ended question about why they were not using
specific guidelines (n=60) included that guidance wasn’t relevant to their organization (either
due to a different mission/role or they rely on other partners for that information such as state
government or permit agencies), their organization was complacent and therefore not planning
for SLR, it was something they would “deal with in the future,” or there was limited data
availability to make those decisions. Some respondents reported that a change in leadership or
organizational structure hindered their SLR planning processes or that they were dealing with a
lack of resources, including being “beyond our collective bandwidth” as volunteers. Some
respondents noted that they chose “no” because they were unsure if they had specific guidance
or because they were currently in the process of planning or just started those discussions. In
addition to those reasons, some respondents noted that their agency/organization was using a
strategy different than planning with timelines and/or projections. Some strategies included
focusing on risk tolerances, using elevation/inundation levels rather than timelines, considering
different scenarios or ranges of projections/timelines, or using the best available science
depending on the project/location/goals.

41%
59%

No, my
agency/organization is
not using a specific
timeline and/or projection

Yes, my
agency/organization is
using a specific timeline
and/or projection

Figure 7: Percentage of respondents whose agency/organization is or is not using specific timelines
and/or projections for SLR planning or advocacy (n=105).
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Approximately 40% of respondents noted that their agency/organization was using specific
timelines/projections (Figure 7). Answers ranged from 1.6 feet by 2040, 1.9-3.5 feet by 2050,
3.3 feet by 2057, 3-3.3 feet by 2016, 4-12 feet by 2070, 2.7-10.9 feet by 2120, and 20 feet by
2120. Respondents were given the option via a fill in the blank to provide additional details
about the source of their SLR projections and the most common responses were: (1) projections
came from local planning documents and vulnerability assessments (n=16); (2) their
organization used OPC SLR guidance (n=16); (3) they used other state-level documents (n=3);
and (4) and some were not sure specifically where their timelines/projections came from (n=3).
Figure 8 below shows the breakdown of responses about organizational use of SLR projections
based on broad stakeholder categories. The data show variation within each stakeholder
category, and even within each agency/organization. In other words, respondents associated
the same organization sometimes had differing responses about whether their organization
used a specific SLR projection or timeline. While this could illustrate inconsistencies within a
group, it is possible this reflects normal differences between departments (i.e., Long-term
Planning and Engineering) or that stakeholder groups consist of agencies that require difference
focuses (i.e., State Government: CA Department of Fish & Wildlife or
Caltrans). Although sample sizes were small, there seemed to be some differences within
stakeholder groups and specific agencies. For example, in County Government three
respondents chose no and two chose yes, in City Government (with minimal difference between
the two cities) three respondents chose no and eight chose yes, and of respondents who were
affiliated with Caltrans, four responded no and seven responded yes. The stakeholder groups of
Federal Government (n=4), Infrastructure/Service Provider/CSDs (n=5), and Business/Industry
Groups (n=4) were the only respondents to all respond that their entity is not using a specific
timeline or projection.

Approximate % of yes/no per stakeholder group
Percentage of Responses

35%

No

Yes

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Figure 8: Breakdown of number of respondents who reported that their agency did (yes) or did not (no)
use a specific projection or timeline for their SLR planning (n=105).
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Level of engagement and interest in collaborative activities
Stakeholders were asked to indicate which activities their agency/organization collaborated and
engaged in with other agencies/organizations in reference to sea level rise (SLR) on Humboldt
Bay within the last four years (Figure 9 and Table 3). "SLR-related" activities could include
projects, studies, or work where SLR is not the only focus, such as multi-benefit projects that
consider SLR as well as infrastructure protection, habitat enhancement, flood control, public
access, education, etc.
When asked about what collaborative activities their agency or organization is currently involved
in, the mostly commonly reported activities included: sharing information about your
organization’s SLR activities with other agencies and organizations (55% engaged; 30% not
engaged); attending regular SLR planning or technical meetings hosted by another entity (51%
engaged; 38% not engaged); and carrying out joint SLR studies with other entities or
organizations (44% engaged; 42% not engaged). The least commonly reported collaborative
activities were coordinating with other entities regarding environmental justice and equity
considerations related to SLR (19% engaged; 65% not engaged); hosting regular SLR planning
or technical meetings (25% engaged; 55% not engaged); and coordinating with other entities to
streamline permitting processes related to SLR adaptation (28% engaged; 54% not engaged).
If respondents indicated their agency/organization was not engaged in one or more of the listed
collaborative activities, they were asked to rank their agency’s/organization’s potential level of
interest in future engagement (Figure 10 and Table 4). The most interest (92%) was indicated
for implementing joint projects. Additionally, 87% were interested in coordinating equity and
environmental justice considerations, which is the effort that currently has the least
engagement. Respondents were the least interested (28%) in contributing funding.
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Figure 9: Level of engagement in collaborative SLR-related activities (n=105-106).
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Figure 10: Level of interest in activities not currently engaged in (n=105-106).
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Table 3: Level of engagement in collaborative SLR-related activities.

Percentage of Responses
I don’t
Not
Engaged
know or
Engaged
N/A
Sharing information about your organization's SLR policies,
projects, and/or research with other agencies/organizations
Attending regular SLR planning or technical meetings
hosted by another agency/organization
Carrying out SLR studies that inform multiple
agencies/organizations
Collaborating with other agencies/organizations to apply for
and/or secure SLR-related project funding through grants or
other sources
Implementing SLR-related projects with other
agencies/organizations
Contributing funding towards SLR-related projects that
benefit multiple agencies/organizations
Coordinating with other agencies/organization to help
streamline permitting processes related to SLR adaptation
(e.g., programmatic permit, joint permit application)
Sharing personnel with other agencies/organizations for
SLR-related work
Hosting regular SLR planning or technical meetings and
inviting other agency/organization to attend
Coordinating with agencies/organizations regarding equity
and environmental justice considerations into SLR planning

55%

30%

15%

51%

38%

10%

44%

42%

13%

42%

47%

11%

38%

47%

15%

29%

43%

27%

28%

54%

18%

26%

50%

25%

25%

55%

20%

19%

65%

16%

Table 4: Interest in collaborative SLR-related activities that respondents’ agencies/organizations were
currently not engaged in.

Percentage of Responses
Very
Somewhat
Not
Interested Interested Interested
Implementing SLR-related projects with other
agencies/organizations
Collaborating with other agencies/organizations to apply for
and/or secure SLR-related project funding through grants or
other sources
Coordinating with agencies/organizations regarding equity
and environmental justice considerations into SLR planning
Carrying out SLR studies that inform multiple
agencies/organizations
Coordinating with other agencies/organization to help
streamline permitting processes related to SLR adaptation
(e.g., programmatic permit, joint permit application)
Sharing information about your organization's SLR policies,
projects, and/or research with other agencies/organizations
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66%

26%

8%

64%

32%

4%

62%

25%

13%

56%

36%

9%

54%

33%

12%

44%

50%

6%
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Attending regular SLR planning or technical meetings
hosted by another agency/organization
Hosting regular SLR planning or technical meetings and
inviting other agency/organization to attend
Sharing personnel with other agencies/organizations for
SLR-related work
Contributing funding towards SLR-related projects that
benefit multiple agencies/organizations

43%

48%

10%

41%

33%

26%

38%

42%

19%

26%

39%

35%

Respondents were provided a space in the survey to type any other thoughts about types of
coordination their agency/organization is involved with or interested in. The following are typed
responses from respondents:
Additional engagement in coordination activities reported by respondents included:
• Currently, County Environmental Services is leading an effort and technical working
group to identify possible natural shoreline infrastructure projects to address rising sea
levels.
• Creating a mitigation bank dedicated to offset impacts from SLR adaptation and
renewable energy/carbon neutrality type projects.
• Our agency is involved in multi-modal project development that highlights key pieces of
our infrastructure that could require retrofits for sea level rise concerns. Where
applicable costs/scope are added to the projects developed to address sea level rise
concerns.
• Our main involvement with sea-level rise planning in the area (and statewide) has been
through AB 691 (2013), legislation that requires local trustees of granted state lands to
submit sea level rise assessments to the State Lands Commission, detailing vulnerability
and adaptation plans for public trust lands and assets. The Humboldt Bay Harbor District
and the City of Eureka are both AB 691 trustees. We are also a part of a unique
partnership with the CA Coastal Commission to enhance coordination surrounding the
public trust and sea-level rise and we have developed a case study on Humboldt Bay to
identify how we can work in the region to improve coordination around these issues.
• Community outreach
• Land use planning and regulation, providing grants, but not project implementation
• Work cooperatively with landowners
• We run the Integrated Climate Adaptation and Resiliency Program, which serves as a
hub for state agency work in this space. Through our Technical Advisory Council, we
also try to ensure that state resources are useful for helping advance local climate
adaptation implementation.
• [consolidation of infrastructure] working towards consolidated sewer system to replace
on-site systems, as an adaptation to sea level rise.
• Coordination through NSF proposal with other entities, institutions, and community and
tribal partners.
• HSU SLR Initiative
• HSU SLR Special Interest Group
• Humboldt County SLR Technical Advisory Team
• Caltrans CAIP
• Local energy infrastructure relocation / reorganization due to SLR and groundwater
inundation of anchor electric power plant site; SLR and other threats to nuclear waste
repository at Humboldt Bay; general SLR issues, including zoning and
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building/infrastructure decision-making that centers SLR and groundwater table
increases.
Other comments about interests included:
• SLR activities have taken somewhat of a back seat to other projects in the last couple
years but are very interested in partnering with the County, State, and local landowners
to develop programmatic planning and permitting in an effort to address plans and
permitted projects in the Humboldt Bay Region.
• We are interested in and researching the coordination of a regional approach to SLR
planning and adaptation in the Humboldt Bay region. Regarding permitting streamlining,
we believe that is important, but are not yet at a point in our planning process to
implement this approach. Cooperation from the Coastal Commission to implement a
consistent and unified approach to addressing the impacts of SLR is critical.
• We want to expand our engagement with neighboring coastal tribes.
• While we are aware of sea level rise and the danger to the levees, we have not
evaluated its impact on access to our transmission system and other facilities are above
the rise predicted.
• Adequate funding for projects addressing SLR-vulnerable infrastructure has yet to
materialize so providing funds to other agencies would be secondary to addressing our
own most at-risk locations that could result in isolation of already disadvantaged
communities.
• A region-wide approach to this issue would be appropriate from the local, county, state
and federal and private levels.
Two respondents noted some uncertainty with their answers:
• New to the entity therefore not sure of SLR activities
• It is also possible that I am not involved with or aware of what all functions of my
department are doing.
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Regional Coordination
The County’s Feasibility Study is evaluating the feasibility of multiple sea level rise (SLR)
regional coordination options. Respondents were asked what their initial support was for five
potential strategies for regional coordination of SLR planning (Table 5 and Figure 11). Options
ranged from those that would maintain the status quo to those that would take a lot of change
and effort to implement:
• No regional planning should occur, local jurisdictions should individually respond to SLR
as they see fit.
• Engage in the sharing of information and coordinated planning with other organizations
through working groups with no formal agreement or commitment (e.g., an initiative).
• Create a formal collaborative partnership between existing agencies and stakeholders to
address SLR (e.g., Memorandum of Understanding, Memorandum of Agreement, Joint
Powers Authority).
• Empower or retool an existing regional agency (e.g., Harbor District, Humboldt County
Association of Governments, Humboldt County, Humboldt County Flood Control District,
etc.) to serve as a lead agency to coordinate and address regional SLR.
• Establish a new regional authority to address SLR (e.g., Joint Powers Association,
Special District).
Currently in SLR planning efforts, most Humboldt Bay stakeholders are using “informal
coordination” through various meetings and no formal agreements, outside of specific project
contracts, are established for regional planning efforts. The last large scale coordination effort,
the Adaptation Planning Working Group that ended in 2015 due to a lack of funds, would be
considered by this survey to be informal collaboration since there was no formal agreement
between participating stakeholders. The creation of a formal collaborative partnership was the
most supported, with 79% of respondents favoring this option. A majority of respondents also
favored empowering an existing regional authority (65%) and engaging in informal coordination
(55%). Respondents had the most neutral responses (35%) for establishing a new regional
authority, which may be due to the uncertainty around what such a large change would entail.
According to this survey, over 60% of respondents strongly opposed and another 25%
somewhat opposed the idea that no regional planning should occur. Additional ideas expressed
in the open-ended question included the development of a multi-agency task force to identify
action items for areas across jurisdictions and to develop MOUs to outline budgets and
timelines for those areas, as well as to consider the political aspects of what agency is up to the
job and will not create resentment from other agencies.
Table 5: Level of support for potential SLR coordination planning options.

Percentage of Respondents
Strongly Somewhat
Somewhat
Neutral
oppose
oppose
favor
Create a formal collaborative
partnership
Empower or retool an existing
regional
Engage informal coordination
Establish a new regional authority
No regional planning should occur

Strongly
favor

0%

4%

17%

33%

46%

2%

12%

22%

46%

18%

5%
9%
62%

15%
11%
26%

25%
35%
9%

33%
28%
2%

22%
18%
2%
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Figure 11: Survey respondents’ initial support or opposition for various strategies for regional coordination of SLR planning (n=93-94).
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To collect more information of types of potential regional collaboration efforts, respondents were
asked four additional questions about planning control, level of involvement of their
agency/organization, time of planning, and spatial scale of planning.
The vast majority of respondents (64%) preferred the planning authority to include a mix of
local-and-state control, while 19% preferred local-only control and 14% preferred state-only
control (Figure 12). Only 4% of respondents thought the planning authority should lie between
state-and-federal or federal-only. On average, the stakeholder groups that tended to favor more
local control included Tribal Government, County Government, Regional Districts, Consultants,
and Academia. The average answer from City Government leaned closer to state control. No
stakeholder group’s average answer indicated preference for state-only or federal-only control.

Figure 12: Survey respondents’ preference for what level of government should hold the majority of the
planning control and authority (n=80).
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As indicated in Figure 13, most respondents indicated that their agency/organization should
participate (55%) or should be involved in a mix of participation and leading (26%). Only 12%
indicated they should either be rarely involved or not involved. Stakeholder groups whose
average answers indicated their involvement should lie between participation-and-no
involvement included Infrastructure/Service Providers, Business/Industry Groups, NGOs, and
Consultants. The average answers of the stakeholder groups of Federal Government, City
Government, State Government, Tribal Government, and Academia all indicated a solid
preference in participating. County Government and the Harbor District (when separated from
other Regional/Special Districts) indicated an average preference between participating and
leading. Only 7% of respondents indicated a preference to lead a regional SLR planning effort
and on average, no stakeholder group indicated a desire to lead.

Figure 13: Preferred level of involvement of survey respondent’s agency/organization in regional SLR
planning effort (n=89).

Respondents were provided a space in the survey to type any other thoughts on how to
regionally coordinate SLR planning and adaptation. The following typed responses related to
the SLR planning coordination structure, involvement, and leadership.
• Coordination is essential. I don't know enough about the politics to know whether an
existing agency is (a) up to the job; (b) will not create resentment from other
agencies.
• I think empowering and existing JPA or making a new one would be wise to
coordinate SLR planning.
• There needs to be a multi-agency task force to identify action items across
jurisdictions and MOU's signed to give each agency in the region tasks to develop
budgets and timelines.
• Individual Cities should lead their own planning/adaptation efforts. Humboldt County
RCD can lead planning in all other areas.
• Early project planning and local agency involvement.
• We really need planning and coordination at all levels and a view on the long-term
future to be effective.
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Figure 14 shows the respondent results indicating what spatial scale they think regional
coordination should mainly focus. Thirty-seven percent of survey respondents thought it should
be either focused on a watershed unit or other unit that is smaller than the entire bay and 62%
of respondents thought regional coordination should occur on a bay-wide scale.

Figure 14: Survey respondents’ preferred spatial scale to focus regional SLR coordination efforts (n=87).

Respondents were provided a space in the survey to type any other thoughts on how to
regionally coordinate SLR planning and adaptation. The following responses related to the
spatial scale of planning.
• Needs to include the Humboldt Bay watersheds, plus all of Humboldt Bay.
• Bioregional and neighborhood forums of organization should be prioritized.
• Engage the public to determine priority areas. Utilized the King Tide initiative Photo
Project to rank priority areas with public input.
• A mitigation banks works on hydrologic units to establish service areas of the bank;
therefore, the watershed of the entire Humboldt Bay would be included.
• Can't overlook the impact of shoreline activities on how waves propagate around the
bay. In the near term, wave induced erosion, that results from poorly thought-out
shore protection, will do more damage than chronic sea level rise...and is already
happening.
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Respondents were also asked about what timescale they thought regional coordination should
mainly focus on addressing. As shown in Figure 15, 45% of respondents thought it should focus
on the mid-term. Approximately 26% thought coordination efforts should focus on the short- to
mid-term and 29% responded efforts should focus on the mid- to long-term.

Figure 15: Survey respondents’ preferred regional SLR planning time horizon (n=83).

Respondents were provided a space in the survey to type any other thoughts on how to
regionally coordinate SLR planning and adaptation. The following typed responses related to
the temporal scale of planning
•
Consider SLR an emergency.
•
We already have some ability to address the short term through project-by-project
coordination. To provide a seamless response with little wasted resources/effort, aim for
the long-term solution and work to get there on a step-by-step basis.
•
I think that regional coordination should have a dual focus on short and long-term
planning with a goal of phased adaptation overtime based on SLR triggers.
•
While I selected short-term focus for regional coordination, SLR planning needs to also
include mid-term and long-term. The idea is to do what we can to protect assets in the
short-term while determining what needs to happen in the mid- and long-term.
•
I think that any large civil type project undertaken in the next 5 years will likely have a
life expectancy of 30-50 years (roads/windfarms/ports) so the planning rage need to at
least go as far as those projects life service spans... ~2075 min.
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Barriers to regional coordination and SLR adaptation planning
Coastal professionals were asked a series of questions related to potential barriers to SLR
adaptation and regional coordination. Survey respondents could rate their level of agreement
with each statement about sea level rise (SLR) planning (coordination, funding, public
engagement, general stakeholder engagement, and the participant’s primary organization) on
Humboldt Bay. Respondents were provided with a “not applicable (N/A)” choice if the statement
was not applicable to their agency/organization. In an open-ended text space at the end of this
series of questions, respondents were provided an opportunity to add any other thoughts. Some
respondents used the space to describe why they chose neutral for some statements.
Explanations included:
• We are in the process of outreach and learning more about what the public and
stakeholders think.
• I am answering for my agency and feel that response may warrant neutral. I have
personal opinions that are not neutral but don't feel that's the nature of this survey
response structure.
• Some of these I was more ambivalent than neutral. These are difficult questions to
unpack, there's a fair amount of nuance being lost, maybe some listening sessions with
key players would be helpful.
As shown in Figure 16 and Table 6, when asked if SLR planning success will require
coordination between local governments, Tribes, management agencies, and the public, 95%
agreed or strongly agreed. When asked if the current governmental/institutional structure is
sufficient for addressing SLR, 50% of respondents disagreed/strongly disagreed. On the topic of
whether there is clear communication between regional stakeholders related to SLR planning,
18% agreed/strongly agreed and 40% disagreed/strongly disagreed. Thirty-eight percent of
respondents indicated that they trust the stakeholders they need to work with.
When asked if all the right stakholders are currently involved in SLR planning conversations,
only 5% of respondents agreed and 57% were neutral (Figure 16). A follow up fill in the blank
question requested that respondents write in any groups, organizations, sectors, or types of
people that they think have been missing or not sufficiently included in SLR-related planning
and activities on Humboldt Bay. Common responses about who has been missing included:
private property owners, residents, taxpayers, and business owners. Slightly less frequently,
respondents noted that disadvantaged and environmental justice communities, Tribes, and
communities highly vulnerable to SLR should be more included in SLR planning efforts. A few
respondents mentioned specific land/asset managers, community services districts, and public
interest/user groups such as environmental groups. The most frequent industry noted as
needing increased involvement in SLR planning was the agricultural community; however,
fishing, cannabis, construction/development, banking, and insurance industries were also
mentioned.
Additionally, respondents were asked a series of questions about their perceptions on risks,
actions, and values related to SLR (Figure 16). Respondents were fairly evenly split between
agreeing (32%), feeling neutral (32%), and disagreeing (34%) that stakeholder agree on risks
posed by SLR. Furthermore, very few respondents (11%) agreed that stakeholders agree on the
actions needed to address SLR. Most respondents (53%) felt that stakeholders did not agree on
the necessary actions. Forty-eight percent of survey respondents also perceived that
stakeholders’ conflicting values and preferences could hinder agreement in selecting adaptation
strategies.
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Figure 16: Level of agreement regarding coordination of SLR planning (n=100-103).
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Table 6: Level of agreement regarding coordination of SLR planning.

Strongly
disagree
SLR planning will only be successful if
local governments, Tribes,
management agencies, and the public
work together and coordinate on SLR
planning activities.
Stakeholders have conflicting
values/preferences that do not allow
for agreement in selecting adaptation
strategies.
I trust the other agencies/
organizations that I need to work with
in order to accomplish SLR planning.
Existing environmental laws and
regulations present an
insurmountable barrier/obstacle to
SLR adaptation.
Humboldt Bay stakeholders generally
agree on risks posed by SLR.
There is clear communication
between agencies/organizations
about their SLR planning efforts.
Currently in regional conversations
about SLR, all the right stakeholders
are in the room.
The current governmental/institutional
structure is sufficient for addressing
SLR impacts and concerns on
Humboldt Bay.
Humboldt Bay stakeholders generally
agree on the actions that are needed
to address SLR.

Percentage of Responses
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
N/A
agree

0%

0%

5%

22%

73%

0%

0%

10%

43%

41%

7%

0%

3%

7%

47%

38%

5%

0%

2%

27%

31%

26%

13%

0%

3%

32%

33%

32%

1%

0%

4%

36%

42%

16%

2%

0%

6%

32%

57%

5%

0%

0%

8%

43%

38%

9%

3%

0%

12%

41%

37%

11%

0%

0%
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Respondents were asked a series of questions related to their perceptions of the
agency/organization they work for (Figure 17 and Table 7). Respondents were provided with a
“N/A” choice if the statement was not applicable to their agency/organization; between 5-15% of
respondents chose “N/A” for all questions in this series. The majority of respondents agreed
(56% agreed/strongly agreed; 13% disagreed/strongly disagreed) that their agency or
organization’s leadership was prioritizing SLR adaptation planning.
More respondents disagreed than agreed (47% disagreed/strongly disagreed; 25%
agreed/strongly agreed) that it was hard for their agency/organization to leave the status quo in
order to plan for a different future. Slightly more respondents agreed than disagreed (33%
agreed/strongly agreed; 25% neutral; 28% disagreed/strongly disagreed). Forty percent of
respondents agreed their agency/organization had enough information to begin implementing
SLR adaptation plans, while just 23% disagreed. More respondents disagreed than agreed
(31% disagreed/strongly disagreed; 23% agreed/strongly agreed) with the statement that their
agency/organization’s planning is held up and contingent on key decisions being made by other
agencies/organizations
Table 7: Level of agreement regarding SLR planning within respondents' agencies/organizations.

Percentage of Responses
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
disagree
agree
Leadership within my
agency/organization is making SLR
adaptation planning a priority.
My agency/organization has enough
data/information now to begin
implementing sea level rise adaptation
plans and activities.
My agency/organization currently has
more pressing issues that take priority
over SLR planning.
My agency/organization is kept
waiting to plan for SLR until key
decisions are made by other
agencies/organizations.
It has been hard for my
agency/organization to leave the
status quo in order to plan for a
different future (with potentially higher
sea levels).

N/A

1%

12%

27%

34%

22%

3%

20%

25%

29%

11% 13%

5%

23%

32%

27%

6%

6%

25%

32%

21%

2% 15%

11%

36%

18%

21%

4% 11%
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Figure 17: Level of agreement regarding SLR planning within respondents' agencies/organizations (n=101).
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In regards to levels of agreements and disagreement about funding SLR planning, most
respondents did not agree that the region is getting enough support from State or Federal
sources and did not think their agency/organization had enough funding or staff resources for
sufficient planning efforts (Figure 18 and Table 8).
Table 8: Level of agreement regarding funding of SLR planning.

Percentage of Respondents
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
disagree
agree
The Humboldt Bay region is getting
sufficient support from the State of
California to do SLR planning and
adaptation work.
The Humboldt Bay region is getting
sufficient support from the federal
government to do SLR planning and
adaptation work.
My agency/organization has sufficient
staff resources to dedicate to SLR
planning activities.
My agency/organization has enough
funding to engage in SLR planning as
much as we would like.

N/A

10%

33%

50%

6%

1%

0%

15%

35%

44%

6%

1%

0%

25%

46%

16%

13%

0%

0%

32%

36%

27%

4%

1%

0%
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Figure 18: Level of agreement regarding funding of SLR planning (n=100-102).
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We asked survey respondents to rate their level of agreement with four statements about public
engagement in SLR planning in the Humboldt Bay region (Figure 19 and Table 9). Forty four
percent of respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that members of the public are
interested in policies and planning to address SLR (compared to 19% who disagreed).
However, 45% of survey respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that public engagement
with residents and business owners has been effective in educating them about SLR impacts,
39% or respondents felt neutral, and 19% of respondents agreed public engagement has been
effective. Additionally, on average, survey respondents felt neutral-disagreed that there has
been sufficient effort to include vulnerable communities and businesses in SLR planning and
decision making or that there has been sufficient incorporation of equity and social justice
considerations. Only 4% of survey respondents agreed or strongly agreed that equity and social
justice considerations have been sufficiently incorporated into SLR planning.
Table 9: Level of agreement regarding public engagement in SLR planning.

Percentage of Respondents
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
disagree
agree
Members of the public are clearly
interested in policies and planning to
address SLR in the Humboldt Bay
region.
Public engagement with residents and
business owners has been effective in
educating them about SLR impacts.
There has been sufficient effort to
include local communities,
businesses, and residents that may
be impacted by SLR in local SLR
planning and decision making on
Humboldt Bay to date.
SLR planning processes on Humboldt
Bay to date have sufficiently
incorporated equity and social justice
considerations.

N/A

1%

18%

38%

34%

10%

0%

10%

35%

36%

19%

0%

0%

11%

34%

38%

17%

1%

0%

7%

35%

54%

3%

1%

0%
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Figure 19: Level of agreement regarding public engagement in SLR planning (n=101-103).
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Respondents were provided a space in the survey to type any other thoughts on SLR planning
opportunities or challenges. The following are their typed responses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Collaboration is the key to overcoming any insurmountable barrier/obstacle to SLR
adaptation.
The dispersed jurisdictions around Humboldt Bay with no bay-wide organizing
framework is a big challenge.
Need to do regional SLR planning for HB.
We need a list of action items. Everything is conceptual and vague right now. We can't
successfully plan to do an unknown project.
We should do everything that we can now to stop burning fossil fuels.
Many local planners aren't taking a long enough view of SLR risks. They seem to be
waiting until serious impacts occur to being planning to deal with them, but by then it will
be too late.
Current hurdles are preliminary project planning and not being able to fully identify
scoping needs for adaptive measures since there is limited data to review and limited
funding.
There are many issues related to SLR and climate change that are still poorly
understood, but we can be confident that sea level rise will alter the landscape of
Humboldt Bay. I think any planning effort needs to incorporate these uncertainties but
hiding from the science is not the answer.
I think state government could do a lot more to incentivize better SLR planning and the
Coastal Commission is trying with limited funding to bolster our Statewide Planning Unit
so that they have the capacity to work with other state agencies towards that end. I think
the local governments need help making this more of a priority and on regional
collaboration.
Lots of challenges. The Coastal Act has been pointed at as a barrier to SLR type
activities. A central organizing entity seems needed, almost like a levee commission or
something where wants and needs could be balanced. Harbor commission doesn't seem
to have the capacity and not sure about the vision.
A (non-profit) mitigation bank set-up like a land trust has very efficient regulatory
pathways available, as well the ability to deal in "ecological currency" and equate an
impact of an offshore open ocean environment with an onshore mitigation. Founding a
mitigation bank now also provides a vehicle for advanced monitoring of potential
impacts/habitats and assessment of impacts and viable routes of mitigation. A mitigation
bank provides a regulatory and funding nexus that I see as essential to keep pace with
the state and fed goals.
Staffing and base supported funding will continue to be a challenge.
It is hard to understand how much funding might be available/where to plan for
retreat/where to plan for protection...seems like it would be good to get more
engagement with Huffman, McGuire, Wood.
Funding for periodic and sustained community engagement (meetings, education
campaigns) in addition to government planning processes is key to help make difficult
decisions in short timeframes.
One of the main challenges to education and planning, in my opinion, is the disbelief in
science that a large portion of our population seems to share.
To be perfectly honest, when I read through the existing SLR planning documents for the
region, I find them incredible dense and inaccessible. They contain an abundance of
thorough and region-specific information, and I can tell lots of care and effort were put
into them, but they are not super clear and helpful resources in my opinion. I would
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•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

suggest that future plans focus on communicating opportunities, challenges, needs more
succinctly and with a broader, more general audience of stakeholders in mind so that
decision-making could be based on a more collective understanding of the baseline
science and options available.
There is heavy mistrust between state agencies and private landowners when it comes
to SLR. There is a very real fear that any SLR “adaptation" measures will lead to
condemnation of land, or unconstitutional take of private property.
This questionnaire assumes that government agencies and institutions will be the
leading force in adapting to SLR. they will actually resist adaptation and will cling to their
spheres of power. Only an informed and passionate citizenry will demand coordinated
and effective action. Institutions that are controlled by real estate and moneyed interests
will resist. They will hire people to conduct surveys.
The lack of funding for public engagement has left these discussions in private meetings
of experts and agency staff.
I have not heard of any meetings to inform public about coordinated efforts to plan for
impacts related to SLR or climate change.
Include outreach and education in the planning so key messages can get shared with
our next generation of critical thinkers, planners, economists and scientists.
Private Landowners are key to assist in SLR. Most of these landowners are agricultural
producers who have issues with governmental agencies. It is difficult to engage them in
something like SLR where they distrust government, don't really believe in climate
change, and are so busy they can't take time to come to a stakeholder meeting.
Nonetheless, they are key to helping mitigate SLR.
Many landowners would like to prevent inundation using the tools they have used in the
past, such as dikes and levees. Many of these areas could be protected for a period of
time if permits were regulatorily attainable and financially within reach. One solution
suggested is some sort of programmatic plan and permitting that included mitigation. An
agency or government, probably the county would need to hold and administer the
process and programmatic permit.
Funding and environmental prohibitions on filling coastal wetlands remain the biggest
hurdles to addressing SLR. Plans, collaboration and agreements are great but without
funding or env. clearances, there will be no forward progress.
We need an expedited permitting process to implement SLR projects. We can't wait two
years to obtain permits!
We have to assume that the coastal act will not look the same in 30 years and begin to
plan for solutions that will likely be permissible in the coastal act of the future, even
though they are not permissible right now. For example, moving Fairhaven into the high
dunes in 30 - 50 years. Not possible now, but I bet it will be when 2-3 feet of sea level
has occurred statewide.
Working within the CA Coastal Act, which needs updated, will be problematic
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Prioritizations and Future Actions
Coastal professionals were asked to rate their level of prioritization for various sea level rise
(SLR) planning efforts, public outreach efforts, and regional projects and programs on Humboldt
Bay. Respondents could choose ‘I don’t know’ (IDK) as a response; figures do not depict those
responses, but they are captured in the tables. Two type-in answers addressed reasons for
choosing IDK: "I don't know means I need more information to answer” and “While I have
opinions on several of these I have responded ‘I don't know’ given that I'm responding for an
agency.”
All statements in Figure 20 and Table 10, except one, were identified as a high or essential
priority by around 60% or more of respondents. The creation of an overarching regional SLR
adaptation plan was a high or essential priority according to 80% of respondents. Incorporate
equity and environmental justice considerations into planning was a high or essential priority
according to 71% of respondents. Between 60-65% of respondents indicated activities that were
a high or essential priority were developing a SLR hazard zone for consideration in development
projects, developing regulatory solutions to allow for reuse of dredge spoils, addressing
planning conflicts from state retained coastal development permitting authority, and completing
updated SLR vulnerability assessments. For the development of a formal regional management
or governing structure, 57% of respondents noted it was a high or essential priority and 23% of
respondents noted it as a medium priority. Almost 50% of respondents identified the
development of regulatory solutions to allow for wetland fill for SLR adaptation as a high or
essential priority, while 8% thought it was not a priority, 5% indicated it was a low priority, and
18% responded that it was a medium priority.
Table 10: Prioritization of regional SLR planning efforts.

Create an overarching regional SLR
adaptation plan
Incorporate equity and environmental
justice considerations into planning
Complete updated SLR vulnerability
assessments
Develop a SLR hazard zone for
consideration in development projects
Develop regulatory solutions to allow
for reuse of dredge spoils for SLR
adaptation
Address planning conflicts from the
Coastal Commission’s retained
coastal development permitting
authority
Develop a formal regional
management or governing structure
Develop regulatory solutions to allow
for wetland fill for SLR adaptation

Percentage of Respondents
Not a
Low
Medium High Essential
priority priority priority priority
priority

IDK

0%

4%

10%

39%

40%

6%

1%

11%

13%

37%

34%

4%

4%

5%

24%

32%

29%

5%

4%

4%

17%

35%

29%

10%

2%

1%

16%

31%

34%

16%

3%

3%

12%

23%

41%

18%

3%

6%

23%

29%

27%

11%

8%

5%

18%

25%

24%

19%
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Figure 20: Prioritization of regional SLR planning efforts (n=94-96).
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Figure 21 and Table 11 show results for five potential regional projects and programs. Ninetyseven percent of respondents indicated that the development of regional projects with natural
physical barriers was a medium, high, or essential priority; no respondents indicated it was a
low priority or not a priority. Over 40% of respondents indicated essential priorities included the
development of a regional program for habitat restoration/enhancement and mitigation projects
in vulnerable areas, development of projects aimed at remediating contaminated sites, and
development of a plan for measured retreat and/or relocation. The statement with the most
varied responses was regarding the development of projects aimed at the
development/enhancement of man-made physical barriers.
Table 11: Prioritization of potential regional SLR projects and programs.

Develop regional projects aimed at
the development/enhancement of
natural physical barriers
Develop a regional program for
habitat restoration/enhancement and
mitigation projects in vulnerable areas
Develop projects aimed at
remediating contaminated sites and
pollutant sources that are vulnerable
Collaborate regionally to develop a
plan for measured retreat and/or
relocation
Develop regional projects aimed at
the development/enhancement of
man-made physical barriers

Percentage of Respondents
Not a
Low
Medium High Essential
IDK
priority priority priority priority
priority
0%

0%

6%

35%

55%

3%

0%

4%

15%

37%

40%

3%

0%

1%

23%

29%

43%

4%

2%

4%

21%

21%

45%

6%

5%

27%

23%

24%

17%

3%
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Figure 21: Prioritization of potential regional SLR projects and programs (n=93-94).
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Respondents were provided a space in the survey to type any other thoughts on priorities for
SLR planning approaches, programs, or projects. The following are responses from the survey:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

We should not be working on resilience projects that will only last a decade or two
before they are over-topped.
All these projects and programs need to be done at a regional scale.
It’s difficult to prioritize the above relative to one another, as the shoreline
management needs of Humboldt Bay vary so broadly, not one single approach on
the Bay scale is appropriate.
Consider SLR an opportunity to build an ecologically based society
Not sure what is meant by wetland fill, but the Humboldt County shoreline largely
cannot be adapted to keep the ocean out, due to inundation from groundwater
everywhere. Likely less expensive is to conduct managed retreat and use wetlands,
estuaries, and other sea-front nature-based systems to buffer the impacts.
I think that offshore wind/carbon neutrality and SLR are intrinsically bound. and I
think that any SLR planning will/must assume/incorporate the presence and function
of offshore wind in the adaptation.
As I understand it, man-made physical barriers will not work in this region because
SLR will cause groundwater table elevations to rise which are not feasible
economically or operationally to mitigate with man-made physical barriers.
Develop combined barrier/restoration/enhancement projects on agricultural land that
was former tidal wetland areas
Some nature-based methods will require pilot tests and/or demonstration projects
I think we have some really great vulnerability assessments, and we need to focus
now on addressing those vulnerabilities. There are regulatory pathways to reusing
dredged spoils and filling for SLR adaptation.
Use vulnerability assessments to prioritize essential infrastructure which are first to
be at risk.
The SLR inundation flood mapping completed for the Bay in 2015 needs to be
updated with contemporary flood risk mapping methods. This should be top priority
before any additional planning/policy making is advanced there are too many
limitations with the current mapping.
I generally don't support regulations. This is why I answered "not a priority" to
develop a SLR hazard zone. However, I have advocated in my agency to do just this.
Don't call it a hazard zone.
I disagree with the concept of a hazard zone. We can discuss this, but the survey is
not the place to go into it.
Establish funding sources for SLR standalone projects.
Fund regional planning efforts
I would like to use the mitigation bank as a means of designing the measured retreat.
We combine/prioritize elements of the topics/resources above and use the bank to
develop the regions where the highest ecological gain (that is needed to offset
impacts) is required/feasible/attainable. I think the mitigation banks allows for the
cross jurisdictional targeted planning/design needed.
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We asked survey respondents how they would prioritize various SLR public outreach efforts in
the Humboldt Bay region, see Figure 22 and Table 12 for results. No respondent chose “not a
priority” for the three public outreach strategies provided in the survey. On average, the highest
priority strategy, with 81% of respondents saying it was a high or essential priority, was to create
a public engagement process to identify community goals and actions for addressing SLR.
Respondents also thought coordinating public outreach strategies to educate residents and
business owners regarding SLR impacts and planning efforts was a high priority, with 76%
saying it was a high or essential priority. The third strategy, to create a single regional
information platform concerning the status of projects and research related to SLR was, on
average, a medium-high priority, with 68% saying it was a high or essential priority.
Table 12: Respondent prioritization of public engagement strategies.

Percentage of Respondents
Not a
Low
Medium High Essential
IDK
priority priority priority priority
priority
Create a single regional information
sharing platform
Coordinate public outreach/education
strategies
Create a public engagement process
to identify community goals and
actions

0%

9%

23%

47%

16%

5%

0%

2%

18%

48%

27%

4%

0%

3%

13%

42%

39%

3%

When provided with space to type additional comments, respondents commented on groups
that should be engaged and other ideas to focus or improve public engagement. One
respondent shared that they chose “low priority” for activities they felt have already been done.
Additional responses included:
• Hire experienced organizers. Go beyond surveys and questionnaires.
• A regional approach will be difficult given diverse land use/management. Suggest
planning/outreach occur at the sub-watershed level in areas hydrologically
connected.
• Hold realtors to ethical disclosure standard.
• More public information on impacts of sea level rise over the next 100 years.
• There are already many online tools and regional information. Public outreach and
engagement are critical priorities.
• One on one engagement with landowners so their input is directly captured into any
future planning.
• Groups to engage
o Specifically target potentially affected businesses; clarify that armoring is an
option.
o Include k12 admin/education and higher education demographics
o Engage agricultural community
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Figure 22: Respondent prioritization of public engagement strategies (n=94-95).
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Funding
Coastal professionals and the public were asked to rate their level of support for various
potential SLR funding strategies in their respective surveys. Strategies presented in both
surveys were identical. In general, as shown in Figure 23/Table 13 and Figure 24, responses
suggest that the vast majority of public and professional respondents support spending funds on
SLR planning and adaptation (either a stand-alone project or within other projects). The most
support was shown for the use of external grant funds when available, to pass state or federal
laws or programs with mechanisms to fund SLR work, and to use of public funds for SLR
adaptation projects on private lands that will protect both public and private assets. A slight
majority supported passing a local tax measure to address SLR (public survey: 44% support
and 31% oppose; coastal professional survey: 47% support and 18% oppose). Less support
was shown for encouraging insurance companies to require upgrades on homes/businesses to
reduce SLR risks as a condition of insurance. The least desirable options were to require
individuals/businesses to pay for their own SLR protection to minimize local government costs
or to increase funding for SLR protection by cutting other local programs and services.
Respondents provided additional ideas including modifying federal budgets to accommodate
coastal adaptation funding, multi-benefit funding opportunities such as creating a regional
mitigation bank or adding SLR considerations to proposed projects like road or trail
improvements, and encouraging considerations of equity and the unequal funding burdens that
certain taxes impose on poorer communities or individuals.
Table 13: Coastal Professional level of support for various funding strategies.

Utilize external grant funds when available
Pass federal laws or programs with
mechanisms to fund SLR work
Pass state laws, programs, or bond
measures with mechanisms to fund SLR
work
Utilize public funds for SLR adaptation
projects on private lands that will protect
both public and private assets
Pass local tax measures to address SLR
Encourage insurance companies to require
upgrades on homes/businesses to reduce
SLR risks as a condition of insurance
Require individuals/businesses to pay for
their own SLR protection to minimize local
government costs
Increase funding for SLR protection by
cutting other local programs and services
Funding should not be spent on SLR
planning and adaptation work

Percentage of Respondents
Strongly Somewhat
Somewhat Strongly
Neutral
oppose
oppose
favor
favor
0%
1%
1%
31%
67%
1%

1%

15%

34%

49%

1%

2%

15%

40%

41%

0%

7%

25%

47%

22%

8%

10%

35%

42%

5%

7%

20%

36%

28%

10%

16%

29%

40%

14%

1%

36%

34%

27%

2%

1%

86%

7%

5%

2%

0%
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Figure 23: Coastal Professionals’ level of support for various funding strategies (n=90-92).
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Figure 24: General public respondents’ level of support for various funding strategies (n=533-547) (Public survey data from 2021 Humboldt County
Planning and Building Department Public Survey).
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Regional Coordination of Sea Level Rise Adaptation Planning on
Humboldt Bay
Project Research Survey
PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT
Data is being collected by HSU Environmental Science & Management researchers and the
County of Humboldt Planning and Building Department - Long Range Planning with the goal of
exploring regional sea level rise planning in the Humboldt Bay region.
This survey data will inform Humboldt County’s Humboldt Bay Sea Level Rise Planning
Feasibility Study. The goal of this project is to develop options for sea level rise adaptation
planning in the Humboldt Bay region that will foster a cooperative and coordinated regional
approach to the identification, funding, and implementation of various sea level rise adaptation
policies, strategies, and measures with resulting regulatory and financial benefits.
The data collected will also inform an HSU graduate student research project titled “Social
science research to help advance regional coordination and collaboration of sea level rise
adaptation and planning on Humboldt Bay.” This study aims to understand people's knowledge,
attitudes, perceptions, and expectations of sea level rise planning on Humboldt Bay.
Project Funders:
California Sea Grant College Program Grant and California Coastal Commission Local Coastal
Program Grant
Informed Consent
What We Will Ask You To Do:
If you volunteer to participate, you will be asked to answer and submit this survey. Completing
the survey will take approximately 20-30 minutes.
Risks and Benefits:
Risks to participating in the survey are minimal. There is some chance that research partners
would be able to attribute answers to you based on your answers to demographic questions.
You will not receive any direct benefits for your participation, but you will hopefully find it
rewarding to share your knowledge. We hope that results from this survey could inform the
development of more effective strategies for sea level rise planning in the region. There is no
monetary or other incentive for your participation in this survey.
Confidentiality and Use of Information:
The HSU research team will be collecting the raw survey data. After receiving your answers, the
HSU team will remove any names, contact information, and demographic data from dataset
before sharing it with anyone else. Once that information has been stripped, data from the
survey will be shared with the County of Humboldt Planning and Building Department - Long
Range Planning for use in their Humboldt Bay Sea Level Rise Regional Planning Feasibility
Study. Results from the survey could be used in future reports, publications, and presentations
on the topic and incorporated into sea level rise planning efforts. Survey data that is stripped of
additional identifying details, including the specific name of the organization where you work,
may be made available to funders, the public, and other researchers.
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Research records will be kept in a locked file cabinet or password protected server; only the
HSU researchers will have access to the original records. The data will be maintained in a safe
location and may be used for future research studies or distributed to another investigator for
future research studies without additional informed consent from you.
Voluntary Participation:
Your participation in this survey is voluntary and you have the right to change your mind and
withdraw at any time prior to submitting your answers to the survey questions. If you would like
to withdraw your answers after their submission, please contact a member of the project team.
Contact Information:
If you have any questions about HSU’s research project or this survey, please email or call
Kristen Orth-Gordinier at kmo29@humboldt.edu or (808) 250-3644. Or you can contact
Kristen’s Faculty Advisor: Dr. Laurie Richmond at laurie.richmond@humboldt.edu or (707) 8263202.
If you have questions about Humboldt County’s Humboldt Bay Sea Level Rise Planning
Feasibility Study, please contact Sarah Wickman at swickman@co.humboldt.ca.us
If you have any concerns with this survey or questions about your rights as a survey participant,
contact the Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects at
irb@humboldt.edu or (707) 826-5165.
If you would like to know more about personal data collection from SurveyMonkey, see their
Privacy Notice here.
Please print this informed consent form and retain it for your future reference.
1. If you are at least 18 years of age and agree to voluntarily participate in this research as
described, please check “I consent” below to begin the survey. Thank you for your
participation in this research.
❏ I consent
❏ I do not consent

A Little About Yourself
2. Choose the category that best describes your primary agency/organization. (If you work
for or represent multiple agencies/organizations, please choose a primary organization
because we ask questions about your agency/organization later in this survey.)
❏ City Government
❏ County Government
❏ State Government
❏ Federal Government
❏ Tribal Government
❏ Infrastructure/Service Provider/Community Services District (e.g., roads, water, sewer,
gas, electric)
❏ Regional District or Association or Special District (e.g., Harbor District, etc.)
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❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Non-Government Organization
Academia/Research
Private Sector Consultant
Trade/Business/Industry Group
Agricultural Industry
Other (please specify)

3. Please identify the specific agency/organization you work for or are associated with. (We
understand the information you provide in this survey may not represent an official view
of the agency/organization you work for and therefore will not be treated as such.
However, answer this question will be especially helpful to build our understanding of
local sea level rise planning efforts, as well as the needs of various stakeholders.)
• __________
4. Please indicate if you are an elected official.
❏ Yes
❏ No
5. When, if ever, do you think the Humboldt Bay region will start to be impacted by sea
level rise?
❏ It is already being impacted
❏ Within the next 5 years
❏ Within the next 6-10 years
❏ Within the next 11-25 years
❏ Within the next 26-50 years
❏ Within the next 51-100 years or more
❏ Never
❏ I don’t know
6. What is the frequency of your involvement in sea level rise (SLR) related work (e.g., SLR
planning/policy, SLR research, SLR outreach/education, SLR adaptation
implementation, etc.)?
❏ Never/Not involved in work
❏ Rarely involved (1 time or less per year)
❏ Occasionally involved (2-11 times per year)
❏ Moderately involved (monthly)
❏ A great deal/very involved (daily, weekly)
7. Please identify approximately how many years you have been involved with sea level
rise work in a professional capacity.
● [scale in 1-year increments]:
0
10
20+
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Your Agency’s/Organization’s Sea Level Rise Coordination &
Collaboration
8. Is your agency or organization using a specific timeline and/or projection for their SLR
planning or advocacy?
❏ Yes
❏ No
If answer to Question 8 is "Yes"
9. Please fill in the blanks using the text boxes below: My agency/organization is planning
for ____feet of SLR by the year ____.
● Feet of SLR: ______
● By what year: ______
10. Please state where this projection guidance comes from (i.e., Specific Local Studies,
Ocean Protection Council, etc.):
● ________________
If answer to Question 8 is "No"
11. If your agency/organization is NOT using a specific timeline and/or projection for SLR
planning, please state why:
● _____
12. In the past 4 years, which of the following activities did your agency/organization
collaborate and engage in with other agencies/organizations in reference to sea level
rise (SLR) on Humboldt Bay? If you’re not currently engaged, which collaborative
activities do you think would be of interest for your agency/organization? ("SLR-related"
activities could include projects, studies, or work where SLR is not the only focus, such
as multi-benefit projects that consider SLR as well as infrastructure protection, habitat
enhancement, flood control, public access, education, etc.)
Activity
Engaged Not
Not
Not
I don’t
Engaged,
Engaged,
Engaged, know
Very
Somewhat Not
Interested
Interested
Intereste
d
Sharing information about your
❐
❐
❐
❐
❐
organization's SLR policies, projects,
and/or research with other
agencies/organizations
Carrying out SLR studies that inform
❐
❐
❐
❐
❐
multiple agencies/organizations
Coordinating with other
❐
❐
❐
❐
❐
agencies/organization to help
streamline permitting processes
related to SLR adaptation (e.g.,
programmatic permit, joint permit
application)
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Implementing SLR-related projects
with other agencies/organizations
Sharing personnel with other
agencies/organizations for SLRrelated work
Collaborating with other
agencies/organizations to apply for
and/or secure SLR-related project
funding through grants or other
sources
Contributing funding towards SLRrelated projects that benefit multiple
agencies/organizations
Attending regular SLR planning or
technical meetings hosted by another
agency/organization
Hosting regular SLR planning or
technical meetings and inviting other
agency/organization to attend
Coordinating with
agencies/organizations regarding
equity and environmental justice
considerations into SLR planning

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

13. Please type any additional comments below about types of coordination your
agency/organization is involved with or interested in: _________________

Your Opinions About Sea Level Rise Work:
The following five questions ask you to rate your level of agreement with statements about sea
level rise (SLR) planning on Humboldt Bay.
14. Rate your level of agreement with the following statements about coordination of SLR
planning on Humboldt Bay?
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
agree

SLR planning will only be successful if
local governments, Tribes, management
agencies, and the public work together
and coordinate on SLR planning
activities.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

The current governmental/institutional
structure is sufficient for addressing

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐
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SLR impacts and concerns on Humboldt
Bay.
I trust the other agencies/organizations
that I need to work with in order to
accomplish SLR planning.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

There is clear communication between
agencies/organizations about their SLR
planning efforts.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Existing environmental laws and
regulations present an insurmountable
barrier/obstacle to SLR adaptation.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

15. Rate your level of agreement with the following statements about your primary
agency/organization and SLR planning on Humboldt Bay?
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
agree

N/A

Leadership within my
agency/organization is making SLR
adaptation planning a priority.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

My agency/organization has
enough data/information now to
begin implementing sea level rise
adaptation plans and activities.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

My agency/organization is kept
waiting to plan for SLR until key
decisions are made by other
agencies/organizations.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

My agency/organization currently
has more pressing issues that take
priority over SLR planning.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

It has been hard for my
agency/organization to leave the
status quo in order to plan for a
different future (with potentially
higher sea levels).

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

16. Rate your level of agreement with the following statements about funding of SLR planning
on Humboldt Bay?
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Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongl
y agree

My agency/organization has enough
funding to engage in SLR planning as
much as we would like.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

My agency/organization has sufficient
staff resources to dedicate to SLR
planning activities.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

The Humboldt Bay region is getting
sufficient support from the State of
California to do SLR planning and
adaptation work.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

The Humboldt Bay region is getting
sufficient support from the federal
government to do SLR planning and
adaptation work.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

17. Rate your level of agreement with the following statements about public engagement in
SLR planning on Humboldt Bay?
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongl
y agree

Public engagement with residents and
business owners has been effective in
educating them about SLR impacts.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

There has been sufficient effort to
include local communities, businesses,
and residents that may be impacted by
SLR in local SLR planning and decision
making on Humboldt Bay to date.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Members of the public are clearly
interested in policies and planning to
address SLR in the Humboldt Bay
region.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

SLR planning processes on Humboldt
Bay to date have sufficiently
incorporated equity and social justice
considerations.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

18. Rate your level of agreement with the following statements about general stakeholder
engagement within SLR planning on Humboldt Bay?
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Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongl
y agree

Humboldt Bay stakeholders generally
agree on risks posed by SLR.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Humboldt Bay stakeholders generally
agree on the actions that are needed to
address SLR.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Stakeholders have conflicting
values/preferences that do not allow for
agreement in selecting adaptation
strategies.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Currently in regional conversations
❐
about SLR, all the right stakeholders are
in the room.

❐

❐

❐

❐

19. Are there any groups, organizations, sectors, or types of people that you think have been
missing or not sufficiently included in SLR-related planning and activities on Humboldt Bay?
Please list.
● Type your answer(s) here: _____________
20. If you have any additional comments on SLR planning opportunities or challenges, please
type them here: ______________

Regional Coordination Priorities & Future Actions
The following three questions ask about how you would prioritize various sea level rise (SLR)
planning efforts, public outreach efforts, and regional projects and programs.
21. If you had to decide what regional SLR planning efforts should be implemented in the
Humboldt Bay region, how would you prioritize each of the potential approaches listed
below?
Not a
priority

Low
priority

Medium
priority

High
priority

Essential
priority

I don’t
know

Create an overarching regional SLR
adaptation plan for Humboldt Bay.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Develop a formal management or
governing structure for working
regionally across jurisdictions and
organizations.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐
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Complete updated SLR vulnerability
assessments for all areas around
Humboldt Bay.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Incorporate equity and environmental
justice considerations into SLR
planning.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Develop regulatory solutions to allow
for reuse of dredge spoils for SLR
adaption projects such as living
shorelines.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Develop regulatory solutions to allow
for wetland fill for the purpose of SLR
adaptation.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Address planning conflicts resulting
from the California Coastal
Commission’s retained coastal
development permitting authority in
Local Coastal Program areas.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Develop a SLR hazard zone in which
SLR impacts must be considered in all
development projects.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Other: ___

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

22. How would you prioritize the following SLR public outreach efforts in the Humboldt Bay
region?
Not a
priority

Low
priority

Medium
priority

High
priority

Essential
priority

I don’t
know

Create a single regional information
platform concerning the status of
projects and research related to sea
level rise.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Coordinate public outreach strategies
to educate residents and business
owners regarding SLR impacts and
planning efforts.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Create a public engagement process
to identify community goals and
actions for addressing SLR.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐
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❐

Other: ___

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

23. How would you prioritize the following sea SLR projects and programs in the Humboldt
Bay region?
Not a
priority

Low
priority

Medium
priority

High
priority

Essential
priority

I don’t
know

Develop regional projects aimed at the
development/enhancement of manmade physical barriers (sea walls,
levees, etc.) to protect areas at risk
from SLR flooding.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Develop regional projects aimed at the
development/enhancement of natural
physical barriers (such as wetlands,
sand dunes, living & natural
shorelines) to protect areas at risk from
SLR flooding.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Develop a regional program for habitat
restoration/enhancement and
mitigation projects in areas vulnerable
to SLR.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Develop projects aimed at remediating
contaminated sites and pollutant
sources that are vulnerable to SLR.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Collaborate regionally to develop a
plan for measured retreat and/or
relocation.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Other: ___

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

24. The County’s Feasibility Study will include an evaluation of the feasibility of multiple sea
level rise (SLR) regional coordination options. Given what you know now, what is your
initial support for various options for regional coordination of SLR planning?

No regional planning should occur,
local jurisdictions should individually
respond to SLR as they see fit.
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Strongly
oppose

Somewhat
oppose

Neutral

Somewhat
favor

Strongly
favor

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

10

Engage in the sharing of information
and coordinated planning with other
organizations through working
groups with no formal agreement or
commitment (e.g., an initiative).

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Create a formal collaborative
partnership between existing
agencies and stakeholders to
address sea level rise (e.g.,
Memorandum of Understanding,
Memorandum of Agreement, Joint
Powers Authority).

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Empower or retool an existing
regional agency (e.g., Harbor
District, Humboldt County
Association of Governments,
Humboldt County, Humboldt County
Flood Control District, etc.) to serve
as a lead agency to coordinate and
address regional sea level rise.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Establish a new regional authority to
address sea level rise and/or climate
change (ex. Joint Powers
Association, Special District).

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Use the sliding scales below to provide more thoughts on what type of structure you think would
be best for effective coordination of SLR planning for the Humboldt Bay region.
25. Where should the majority of the planning control and authority be?
Local
State

Federal

26. What
level of involvement do you think your agency/organization should have in a regional SLR
planning effort?
Not Involved
Participate
Lead

27. On what timescale should regional coordination mainly focus on addressing?
Mid-term
Long-term
Short-term (2040)
(2060)
(2100+)

28. On what spatial scale should regional coordination mainly focus?
Project by project
Watershed/hydrographic unit
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29. Please add any other thoughts on how to regionally coordinate SLR planning and
adaptation: _____________________

30. How should SLR planning and adaptation (either a stand-alone project or within other
projects) be funded? Indicate your level of support for the various potential funding
mechanisms listed below:
Strongly
oppose

Somewhat
oppose

Neutral

Somewhat
favor

Strongly
favor

Increase funding for SLR protection
by cutting other local programs and
services

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Utilize external grant funds when
available

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Encourage insurance companies to
require upgrades on
homes/businesses to reduce SLR
risks as a condition of insurance

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Require individuals/businesses to
pay for their own SLR protection to
minimize local government costs

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Pass local tax measures to address
SLR

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Pass state laws, programs, or bond
measures with mechanisms to fund
SLR work

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Pass federal laws or programs with
mechanisms to fund SLR work

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Utilize public funds for SLR
adaptation projects on private lands
that will protect both public and
private assets

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Funding should not be spent on SLR
planning and adaptation work

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Other (Please specify):___
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Your feelings about SLR and being involved in SLR-related work
31. Please rank your level of agreement with each statement about how you feel about
performing SLR-related work
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
agree

I find SLR work engaging and fulfilling.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

I am personally quite worried about
SLR.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

The technical complexity of SLR
science is overwhelming.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

Having to address SLR in what I do
means a big additional workload.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

The uncertainty associated with SLR
makes me uncomfortable.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

I don’t know what to do to prepare for
SLR, so I feel less confident in my work.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

I am worried about how our SLR
planning decisions will impact future
generations.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

I am discouraged by our lack of forward
movement of SLR adaptation actions.

❐

❐

❐

❐

❐

I am inspired by how much work the
❐
Humboldt Bay region has accomplished.

❐

❐

❐

❐

Demographics
32. What is your age?
❏ 18-34 years
❏ 35-44 years
❏ 45-64 years
❏ Over 64 years
❏ Prefer not to answer
33. What gender do you identify with?
❏ Female
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❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Male
Genderqueer
Non-binary
Prefer to self-identify: ____
Prefer not to answer

34. What is the highest level of education you have completed?
❏ Less than 12th grade (no high school diploma)
❏ High school graduate, or equivalent
❏ Some college, no degree
❏ Associate’s degree
❏ Bachelor’s degree
❏ Post-graduate degree (Master/PhD)
❏ Prefer not to answer
35. What is your race or ethnicity? (check all that apply)
❏ African American or Black
❏ American Indian, Alaskan Native, or Native American
❏ Asian or Asian American
❏ Caucasian, European American, or White
❏ Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish
❏ Middle Eastern or North African
❏ Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific islander
❏ Not Listed (please specify): _____
❏ Prefer not to answer

Thank you for your participation in this research survey!
Please press “Done” to submit your answers.
36. If you would like, please provide your email address so we can remove you from our
email follow-up list. Your email will not be associated with your survey responses:
• ______
Additional Project Information
For more information on Humboldt County’s Humboldt Bay Sea Level Rise Regional Planning
Feasibility Study please contact Sarah Wickman at swickman@co.humboldt.ca.us or 707-4457541.
Click here [http://humboldtslri.org/regional-coordination/] for more information on the HSU
research project “Social science research to help advance regional coordination and
collaboration of sea level rise adaptation and planning on Humboldt Bay” or contact Kristen
Orth-Gordinier at kmo29@humboldt.edu
Funding Information
This survey was prepared through a joint effort by the County of Humboldt Planning and
Building Department - Long Range Planning staff and HSU Environmental Science &
Management researchers.
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Humboldt County’s Humboldt Bay Sea Level Rise Regional Planning Feasibility study is funded
by California Coastal Commission grant LCP-19-01. This study is part of California Climate
Investments, a statewide program that puts billions of Cap-and-Trade Dollars to work reducing
GHG emissions, strengthening the economy, and improving public health and the environmentparticularly in disadvantaged communities. The Cap-and-Trade program also creates a financial
incentive for industries to invest in clean technologies and develop innovative ways to reduce
pollution. California Climate Investments projects include affordable housing, renewable energy,
public transportation, zero-emission vehicles, environmental restoration, more sustainable
agriculture, recycling, and much more. At least 35 percent of these investments are located
within and benefiting residents of disadvantaged communities, low-income communities, and
low-income households across California. For more information, visit the California Climate
Investments website at: www.caclimateinvestments.ca.gov.
HSU research project “Social science research to help advance regional coordination and
collaboration of sea level rise adaptation and planning on Humboldt Bay” by Kristen OrthGordinier and Dr. Laurie Richmond is funded by NOAA Grant #NA18OAR4170073, California
Sea Grant College Program Project #130741187, through NOAA’S National Sea Grant College
Program, U.S. Dept. of Commerce.
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Overview
The Humboldt Bay Sea Level Rise (SLR) Regional Planning Feasibility Study is an effort by Humboldt
County to explore if and how regional collaboration for managing sea level rise might be implemented in
the Humboldt Bay region. As a part of this effort, a Stakeholder Catalogue was created to identify asset
owners, managers, and other parties that will or could be implicated in regional SLR planning. To
support the creation and accuracy of this stakeholder catalogue, an outreach campaign consisting of two
surveys for different target audiences and a set of stakeholder group interviews were conducted.
From July to August 2021, 18 stakeholder groups were able to participate in these interviews:
Agricultural Property Owner (one individual associated with the Farm Bureau)
California Coastal Commission
California Fish and Wildlife
Caltrans
City of Arcata
City of Eureka
Humboldt Bay Harbor, Recreation, & Conservation District
Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District
Humboldt Community Services District
Humboldt County
Humboldt County Resource Conservation District
Manila Community Services District
NOAA
Peninsular Community Services District
PG&E
US Army Corps
US Fish and Wildlife Service/Humboldt Bay National Wildlife Refuge staff
Wiyot Tribe
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Interview Script
“Hello, thank you for meeting with us. We really appreciate you taking the time out of your busy day to
meet with us.”
(Interviewer Introductions)
“Our main goals for these stakeholder interviews are to:
1. Confirm stakeholder description
2. Identify a threshold for which you will no longer be able to provide services or conditions would
degrade critical assets due to sea level rise impacts
3. Find ways to increase feasibility and effectiveness of regional sea level rise planning, and of
adaptation projects protecting assets;
4. Explore ways collaboration might help with sea level rise planning and adaptation; and
5. Identify desired outcomes for regional sea level rise planning, adaptation, and management in
the Humboldt Bay region.
Do you have any questions or concerns before we proceed?
Are you comfortable with us recording this?”
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Interview Questions
1. Confirm Stakeholder Description
You were sent a general description the County has created for STAKEHOLDER GROUP in regard to sea
level rise. Could you identify any major improvements or additions you would like to discuss?

Aside from the assets and concerns we have described, what other responsibilities and concerns does
your department in the STAKEHOLDER GROUP have in Humboldt Bay?

2.

Planning Process

Does the planning process section describe the projects your department in the STAKEHOLDER GROUP
have completed and is working on to address SLR?

Are there any other steps your department in the STAKEHOLDER GROUP has already taken to address
sea level rise that aren’t included in the Inventory?

3.

Identify the assets most at significant risk from sea level rise impacts.

Can you identify your most significant assets that would be subject to multiple jurisdictions and would
benefit from regional planning?

In regard to your significant assets, what adaptation measures would most benefit from a regional
approach?

4.

Identify what conditions would make continued asset use infeasible.

Could you identify a threshold for which you will no longer be able to provide services such as
wastewater treatment due to sea level rise impacts?

Could you identify a threshold for which conditions would degrade critical assets due to sea level rise
impacts?
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5.

Identify desired outcomes for regional sea level rise adaptation and management.

Do you have any thoughts on what desired outcomes might be for a regional effort to address sea level
rise?

Are there projects or programs your department in the STAKEHOLDER GROUP would like to see
implemented regionally?

6.
Identify factors that would increase feasibility and effectiveness of regional adaptation
projects.
Do you feel there are components lacking (such as financial support or governmental guidance) that
hinder feasibility, implementation, and effectiveness of those projects?

When there are multiple jurisdictions involved, what ways can the County and others increase feasibility
and effectiveness of sea level rise adaptation projects?

7.

Identify ways collaborative efforts could be advanced.

Do you have any thoughts on what might be done to streamline design and permitting for SLR
adaptation projects?

Does your department in the STAKEHOLDER GROUP implement any projects that involve both the public
and private entities such as landowners and coastal businesses in regard to sea level rise?
o(If yes) In thinking about SLR planning and adaptation implementation, what are the

most important considerations to ensure success of these projects in terms of
coordination and collaboration between the public and private stakeholders?

How can local agencies better collaborate with state or federal agencies to address sea level rise impacts
on assets?
o (or vice versa depending on agency)

Who would you like to see collaborate with your department in STAKEHOLDER GROUP or would like to
collaborate more with?
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Analysis
For every interview, one to two interviewers were assigned the task of note taking for answers. These
notes were transcribed into a single running document and shared among interviewers to collect note
additions and edits. In addition, all interviews were recorded and used to ensure the accuracy of
interview notes. A simplified category system for answers, referred to as “shared themes” within the
Stakeholder Catalogue, were created from the notes and turned into a coding system. Interview
recordings were reviewed to identify all coded responses in order to quantify prevalence of shared
themes among all stakeholders.
There were 24 code categories identified from notes:
Shared Funding Coordination
Regional Coordination in General
Increased Landowner Participation
Diked Former Tidelands
Restoration and Mitigation
Permitting
Communication between Stakeholders
Shoreline
Personnel Constraints
Transportation Infrastructure
Dedicated Time Constraints
Wastewater Concerns
Interest in County Lead Effort
Dredged Material
Additional Governmental Guidance
Regional Prioritization of projects
Relocation Coordination
Fishing Coordination
Include more NGOs
Utilities Concerns
Recreational Coordination
Safety and hazard mitigation
Continue with existing stakeholder group
Phased adaptation strategies
A detailed description of these code categories is included within the Stakeholder Catalogue on page 12.
However, two of these code categories were only identified by one stakeholder and so were excluded
from the Stakeholder Catalogue: Continue with Existing Stakeholder Groups and Phased Adaptation
Strategies. As these responses were not options explicitly offered in the questions, there might be more
support for these strategies and themes than the interview data would suggest. It is also important to
note that these identified themes seek to provide general guidance in future planning and collaboration
efforts and do not necessarily represent the official view of the agency/organization for which the
stakeholder interviewees work. Results for coded themes presence or absence within interviews are
reported in the table on the next page.
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Results
Table 1. Shared Interview Themes for all eighteen stakeholder groups reported by presence (indicated by a 1) or absence (indicated by blank space) of coded theme within interview.
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Personnel Constraints
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1

1

1
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1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

Percent of stakeholder groups
that shared theme

1

Total

1

Private Property Owner

1

Army Corps

1

1

NOAA

1

1

California Coastal Commission

1

California Fish and Wildlife

USFWS

1

1

1

Dedicated Time Constraints

1

1

Shoreline

Transportation Infrastructure

HCRCD

1

Permitting
Communication between Stakeholders

1

1

Diked Former Tidelands
Restoration and Mitigation

PG&E

Landowner Participation

PCSD

1

MCSD

1

HCSD

1

HBMWD

Regional Coordination in General

Harbor District

1

Caltrans

City of Arcata

1

Humboldt County

Wiyot Tribe

Shared Funding Coordination

City of Eureka

Shared Interview Themes

1

1

16

94%

1

14

82%

11

65%

1

10

59%

1

1

10

59%

1

1

10

59%

1

10

59%

1

8

47%

1

8

47%

7

41%

7

41%

1
1
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Wastewater Concerns
Interest in County Lead Effort

1
1

1

1

1

Dredged Material

1

Additional Governmental Guidance

1

Regional Prioritization of Projects

1

Relocation Coordination

1

1
1

1

Include more NGOs

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

35%

5

29%

5

29%

1

5

29%

1

4

24%

1

3

18%

3

18%

1

3

18%

1

2

12%

2

12%

1

6%

1

6%

1

1
1

1
1
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1

1

Recreational Coordination

Phased adaptation strategies

35%

1

1

1

Continue with existing stakeholder group

6

1

Utilities Concerns

Safety and Hazard Mitigation

1

1

1

Fishing Coordination

1

1
1
1
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